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A new year
awaits…
Welcome to the first edition of the year.

2018 will see the HUB celebrate the 50th edition of our magazine which
is something we are all very proud of. In those 50 editions we have
covered a huge number of great stories about what you, our clients are
involved in. I think it is safe to declare that after all that work the HUB
format is accepted by all and sundry as being the most vibrant and
dynamic news vehicle for the Quarrying, Recycling and Bulk Industries.

As well as celebrating our 50th edition in May, we will also be
launching our brand new website very shortly. We have spent a
considerable amount of time and we think you will all be delighted with
the result!

Also in the November edition we shall once again be publishing our
Irish special which we last covered in 2016. This was very well received
last time and is eagerly anticipated by many companies who have
expressed interest.

Lastly, it will soon be exhibition time again with Intermat in March,
Hillhead in June and the newly launched RWM in September.

Another busy year, have a good one!

John Edwards
Editor
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Controlling Fugitive Dust
Emissions on Limestone Conveyor
Transfer Point
By Dave Harasym – UK Sales Manager, Martin Engineering

Respiratory issues associated with
limestone extraction and processing are
among the oldest recognized workplace
safety hazards.  Modern limestone
handlers often take a number of safety
measures, including masks, respirators,
enclosed processing systems, sprinklers,
hoses and/or frequent cleaning
schedules.  

Beyond potentially increasing the cost of operation,
cumbersome equipment and unpleasant cleaning
procedures all add to processing costs and can take a
toll on staff morale.  However, some operators, like
those at the Singleton Birch Ltd Quicklime production
facility in east central United Kingdom, are turning to
solutions that address the dust at the point of
emission to reduce risk and enhance workplace safety. 

“Plant safety is one of our chief concerns,” said Chris
Smith, Lime Maintenance Leader at Singleton Birch.
“We strive to balance productivity with a good
working environment, and addressing dust emissions
is a high priority.”

The Process

Established in 1815 at the Melton Ross Quarry
outside of Barnetby, UK, Singleton Birch has grown
into a global provider of quicklime, chalk products
and services for steel production, land stabilization,
acid neutralization, water treatment and building
renders/mortars.  The addition of modern kilns and
equipment to the existing infrastructure of the plant
has allowed the organization to provide quicklime
and other products to many new and emerging
markets.  The company currently produces 1.5 million
mtpy (1.65 million tpy) of processed limestone and
chalk, as well as approximately 300,000 mtpy
(330,700 tpy) of calcium oxide products.

The limestone is quarried from Melton Ross a short
distance away and transported to the facility, where it
is crushed to 150 mm minus (6 in. minus) and
transferred to the kiln.  For approximately 16 hours
the aggregate is passed through the twin-shaft
parallel-flow regenerative kiln running at about
1000ºC (1832ºF) using natural gas as the fuel source.
The calcined soft-burned lime (slowly heated
limestone with small cracks where CO2 has escaped
during the calcination process) is discharged into
another crusher and reduced to 50 mm minus (2 in.
minus), and then either deposited into hoppers for
bulk delivery or transferred to the GLC1 conveyor.

This system transports the limestone to conveyors
leading to either the crushing and screening operation
or the milling plant.

“We’ve found soft burned material will produce more
fines than harder burned material,” Smith pointed
out.  “The increased production volume has naturally
resulted in more dust, and this is very apparent on
GLC1.”

Dusty Drop

The dual transfer chute system that loads the GLC1
conveyor is a 7-8 m (approx. 25 feet) dead drop onto
a troughed 600 mm (24 in.) wide belt.  Supported by
heavy-duty cradles with polyurethane impact bars, the
loading zone was surrounded by an unsealed chute
with no settling zone, but had two top-mounted
mechanical dust filtration systems.  Running at 2 mps
(393 fpm) and transporting 100 mtph (110 tph) of dry
calcined aggregate, the impact caused dust to billow
out the sides of the chute and fill the area.

“The entire system is housed in a long steel-sided
enclosure that runs the length of the belt with an
internal walkway on either side, so dust is prevented
from traveling, but it was quite unpleasant inside the

Piled high enough to encapsulate the tail 
pulley and belt, the dust was a serious problem.
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enclosure,” observed James Kevill, the
Martin Engineering Technician who led
the inspection and installation.  “Once
the transfer process began, my
observations were that around 80
percent of the material stayed on the
belt and as much as 20 percent would
spill along the belt path.  The dust was
so dense, it was hard to see your hand
in front of your face.”

Although the enclosure confined the
fugitive dust, many serious issues arose
due to the sheer volume and density of
the particles.  Abrasive material would
get into the bearings of rolling
components and cause them to seize,
leading to increased friction on the belt
– a potential fire hazard.  Dust would
quickly build up around the loading
zone and encapsulate the tail pulley,
eventually causing the belt to just slide
over the built-up material rather than
riding on the rollers, which fouled the
return side of the belt and the face of
the tail pulley.  Fugitive material would
travel freely throughout the long shaft,
piling up and restricting access for
maintenance workers to address these
issues.  

“The encapsulation and equipment
failure issues really took a toll on the
system,” explained Oliver Whelpton,
Process Optimization Specialist at
Singleton Birch.  “We first tried to
mitigate the dust using mechanical
filtration systems mounted on the top
of the loading chute, but the filters
clogged so quickly, maintenance
became a burden.”

According to Whelpton, to maintain
normal operation of the system and
avoid serious hazards, the area needed
to be cleaned by two workers once per
week, requiring nearly an entire shift.
Before engaging in what he described
as a “substantial undertaking,” the
system would be shut down so workers
could see.  Anyone entering the
enclosed area was required to wear
personal protective equipment (PPE),
including breathing masks with
respirators and hooded suits to protect
against airborne particles.  Workers first
had to clear thigh-deep piles of dust
from walkways and around the
conveyor structure using the plant’s
central industrial vacuum system, in
order to access the conveyor for
inspection and maintenance.

Skirt sealing contains small lumps and fines.
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“We needed a solution that bolstered safety and
would deliver a return on investment in a
reasonable amount of time,” Smith said.  “That
meant installing highly effective equipment that
needed as little ongoing maintenance as
possible.”

Discovery

Singleton Birch initially brought in Martin
Engineering for conveyor training of 10
employees using its Foundations® program and
reference book.  Now in its 4th edition, the 574-
page volume teaches basic and advanced level
conveyor system maintenance and safety.  As
part of the hands-on program, instructors took
students on a walkthrough and created a report
for several conveyors in the plant, including
GLC1, where points of potential improvement
were identified.  These reports were then
provided to plant supervisors.

Since Martin Engineering has a division in
nearby Nottingham, managers asked local
representatives to draft a proposed solution to
the GLC1’s issues.  “A local contractor and I took
measurements and then created a detailed
design overhaul,” Kevill said.  “The goal of our
proposal was to contain the dust at the point of
production by creating an environment that
would quickly settle agitated particles and return
them to the cargo flow.  This would control
spillage and improve air quality.”

Improved Loading Zone Design

The first step of the plan was to raise and
lengthen the existing chute to create a more
robust settling zone.  Using 2.5 metric tonnes
(2.75 tons) of steel, the contractor fabricated a
4-meter-long (13-foot) chute extension and tail
box.  The overhaul integrated Martin®

ApronSeal™ Double Skirting HD and an EVO®

External Wear Liner to protect the chute wall and
seal in dust.  In addition, a  series of dust
curtains was installed and the mechanical dust
filtration system was cleared and put back into
operation. 

In standard chute designs, the wear liner is a
sacrificial layer securely welded to the inside of

Dust curtains slow down the
air flow and reduce fugitive

particle emissions. 

External Wear Liner helps prevent
damage to the chute wall.

Dust blocked walkways and posed 
a potential safety risk. 
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the chute, with the skirt seal located on the outside, a
configuration that has presented operators with
several costly problems.  First, the internal placement
of the wear liner creates a gap between the skirt seal
and liner, in which material could get trapped and
cause abrasion damage to the belt.  Second, removal
and replacement of most wear liner designs requires
workers to enter the chute with a grinder and torch to
cut out the worn components.  The grueling and
potentially dangerous job can take as many as three
people up to two days of downtime to complete. 

The new design raised the chute 102 mm (4 in.) from
its previous position to accommodate the EVO
External Wear Liner.  Mounting brackets with
jackscrews provide a secure mount, with precision
adjustment of the wear liner to reduce spillage.  This
system closes the gap between the liner and the
sealer, thus eliminating abrasion from trapped
material without interfering with existing supports.
When accompanied by the Double Sided ApronSeal™
skirting and clamps, the system forms a tight belt
seal, delivering outstanding fugitive material control.

The special mounting tabs allow the liner to be both
adjustable and replaceable from outside the chute,
requiring no confined space entry.  Maintenance staff
merely need to loosen the mounting tabs and remove
the wear liner, then slide the new one in.  This reduces
the replacement procedure to a fraction of the time
and makes the operation significantly safer, with far
less downtime. 

Placed flush with the wear liner on the outside of the
chute, the ApronSeal includes a primary and
secondary sealing strip with a dual-sided elastomer
construction made of 70 durometer EPDM rubber
composite for its low abrasion index characteristics.
The primary strip holds a tight seal on the belt to trap
fugitive dust and contain it within the cargo flow.  The
self-adjusting secondary seal rides smoothly on the
belt alongside the rigid primary strip to provide an
extra dust seal.  Once the contact area of the sealing
strip has worn down, workers merely loosen the
mounting brackets, slide the strip out and flip it over,
doubling its wear life. 

Following the loading zone, several dust curtains stop
dust from escaping out of the end of the chute by
trapping it within the settling zone.  Previously, the
mechanical dust filtration systems had been unable to
handle the sheer volume of particulate matter, so the
filters clogged quickly and created a maintenance
issue, causing the units to be abandoned.  With the
units operational again, technicians cleaned the area
and replaced the filters.  Combined with the new
chute design, the systems are able to effectively filter
any overflow of dust.

“Is It On?”

Over a 4-day period coinciding with other work at the
plant, Kevill and the 3-person contractor team
replaced the tail pulley box, loading zone and settling
zone.  Since GLC1 resided in a tower more than 20 m

(65 feet) high, special lifting equipment and safety
measures were required to execute the installation.
The fabricated chute was fitted in place, and with
minor adjustments the rest of the Martin Engineering
equipment was installed and calibrated over a single
day. 

“When we turned the system on with a full volume of
material being loaded onto the belt, there was some
confusion at first from the person over the intercom
as to whether the system was operating, since there
appeared to be no dust,” Kevill recalled.  “Even after
nearly a year of operation, the air inside of the
enclosure is clear enough to see down the entire
length of the shaft.”

According to Whelpton, spillage and accumulation
along walkways and around the mainframe have
been eliminated.  There has been no encapsulation of
the belt or tail pulley since installation, and rolling
components are far less prone to fouling due to dust
and spillage.  Protective suits are no longer required
for people to enter the area, as they need only PPE
masks to protect against trace  particles emitted
through normal operation.  “This has led to a morale
boost for the plant staff,” he pointed out.  “I don’t get
complaints when I assign people to do something in
that area anymore, which is generally a sign of
appreciation.”

In addition to the complete turnaround of the
operating environment and its effect on morale,
managers were impressed by the reduced labor costs
and improved safety due to external adjustment and
replacement of the chute’s wear parts.  Operators
report the cleaning and maintenance schedule has
been adjusted accordingly, freeing up staff for other
assignments.  Additionally, the time and cost for
replacement of rolling components and chute
accessories is a fraction of what it used to be. 

“The service Martin provided was first class,” Smith
concluded.  “We are currently looking at other
measures to reduce spillage and dust around the site
that we can implement in the future.”

Martin Engineering, based in Neponset, IL, is a global
industry leader in the development and
manufacturing of dust remediation, flow aids and
conveyor products for a wide variety of bulk material
applications, including coal, cement, rock / aggregate,
biomass, grain, pharmaceuticals, food and other
materials.  The firm offers manufacturing, sales and
service from factory-owned business units in the U.S.,
Brazil, China, France, Germany, Indonesia, Mexico,
Peru, Russia, South Africa, Turkey, India and the UK,
and under exclusive license with ESS Australia.  For
more information, visit www.martin-eng.com or call
800-544-2947.  Global representatives for Martin
Engineering can be found at www.martin-
eng.com/rep-finder.  
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Aggregates and asphalt industry professionals can take
advantage of more than 120 learning opportunities at the
2018 World of Asphalt and AGG1 Academy & Expo to explore
industry trends, technologies, solutions and best practices.

The co-located AGG1 Academy & Expo and World of Asphalt
Show and Conference will be held March 6-8, 2018, at the
George R. Brown Convention Centre in Houston. One
registration includes access to both shows. Register through
Feb. 16 for advance discounts on show admission and
education programs.

A mix of new and back-by-popular-demand sessions covers
areas including technology, regulatory, safety and health,
environment, operations/production and management. The
focused education complements the shows’ exhibits of the
newest equipment, products and services from leading
industry manufacturers and suppliers.

The sessions are brought to you by the People, Plants & Paving
Conference from the National Asphalt Pavement Association
(NAPA) and the AGG1 Academy from the National Stone, Sand
and Gravel Association (NSSGA). For maximum flexibility, the
conferences offer several ticket options, with no pre-selection
of specific sessions required.

Additional learning options, presented by NSSGA, include two
Quarry Tours and Basic Supervisory Training and Strategic Sales
Training programs.

Developed and delivered by industry experts, the targeted
sessions emphasize real-world strategies and offer actionable
knowledge that both beginning and experienced professionals
can use in their business operations and on the jobsite.

“Education has always been at our forefront to meet a real
demand for quality asphalt industry education that is
comprehensive and conveniently offered. Attendees can learn
directly from the experts and interact with peers; it’s a great
opportunity to invest in themselves to increase their
knowledge and help their companies prosper,” said Kevin
Kelly, president of Walsh & Kelly and World of Asphalt 2018
chair.

“Our employees are our most valuable resource, and the AGG1
Academy offers a tremendous value for aggregates producers
to invest in that resource by boosting our workforce’s skills
and knowledge,” said Joel Galassini, regional president for
CEMEX and chair of NSSGA’s Meetings & Education
Committee. “This is, hands down, the best opportunity for our
industry to take advantage of education covering essentially
every aspect of aggregates production.”

Houston Is ‘Open for Business’

AGG1 and World of Asphalt show management continue to be
in contact with Houston officials, who say that the city is open
for business and ready to welcome attendees and exhibitors to
the shows in March. Most of Houston’s attractions have
reopened as of late Fall, and the George R. Brown Convention
Centre and surrounding hotels sustained no damage and are
fully functional.

About World of Asphalt and AGG1

AGG1 Academy & Expo focuses exclusively on the aggregates
industry as its leading exposition and education resource, also
co-located with the NSSGA Annual Convention.

World of Asphalt Show & Conference is the prestigious and
largest education conference and exhibition focused on the
asphalt, pavement maintenance and traffic safety industry
sectors.

World of Asphalt Show and Conference is owned by NAPA,
NSSGA and AEM and produced by AEM. AGG1 Academy &
Expo is owned and produced by NSSGA. The shows are held
annually except in CONEXPO-CON/AGG years, with that show
spotlighting the exhibitors and products of World of Asphalt
and AGG1. 

For more details and to register visit www.agg1.org and
www.worldofasphalt.com

Learn to Grow Your Business: Sign Up
for Education at World of Asphalt &
AGG1 Academy

World of Asphalt / AGG1
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Record Number of Learning Opportunities;
New & Back-by-Popular-Demand Sessions…
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Renold Couplings donate incredible £5,000 for
Make a Wish Children’s Charity through
Customer Satisfaction Survey. 

With customer care at the centre of its business activity,
Renold Couplings recently conducted its annual Customer
Satisfaction Survey. For each unique survey response collected,
the company pledged to donate £5 to Make A Wish, a leading
UK Children’s charity who exist for one reason - to grant
magical wishes to enrich the lives of children and young
people fighting life-threatening conditions. 

The charity was selected by Tim Phillips, an employee of
Renold Couplings, who felt that Make A Wish is an important,
worthwhile cause to support. After a month encouraging
customers to take part, Renold Couplings were thrilled to
donate £5,000 to the charity. 

In line with its Step2020 commitment to continuous
improvement, Renold Couplings is examining its current
performance across a broad range of issues critical to its
success. The survey, which sought the opinions of key
stakeholders globally, found a generally good level of
satisfaction in terms of the day-to-day performance of the
company whilst also highlighting key areas of improvement. 

A Step to Service project has been launched to ensure action is
taken on the survey feedback and to drive improvements for
customer experience across all departments of the business. 

Renold Couplings Managing Director Andy Harbidge said,
“Renold Couplings is committed to providing all its customers
with an experience that is professional, accurate and one that
can be trusted.”

Renold Couplings make a wish come true

www.hub-4.com/directory/106
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Market updates on the heavy building
materials industry

www.hub-4.com/directory/13842

In their latest annual review of outputs in the
major heavy buildings materials markets,
leading industry specialist BDS Marketing
Research has identified Tarmac as the largest
company in two of the main product sectors.
These are aggregates and asphalt, in which the
company is estimated to hold market shares of
24% and 32%, respectively.

In ready mixed concrete, Hanson, with a market share
approaching 17%, is still the largest company. This is a sector
which includes material produced by static batching plants as
well as on-site batching vehicles. 

The top five companies across each of these sectors are
comprised of Tarmac, Hanson, LafargeHolcim, Cemex and
Breedon. Whilst their respective positions change from product
to product, their smallest combined market share in any sector
is around 64%, rising to 80% where they have their highest

penetration. Breedon continues to grow in size, with further
acquisitions in the last 12 months.

These companies also feature, to a greater or lesser extent, as
producers in one or more concrete products markets, for which
reports have also recently been published. Tarmac has the
leading share in the concrete building blocks market, including
both aggregate and aircrete blocks. LafargeHolcim and Cemex
also appear in the listing of the top ten producers, as they do
in both the concrete blocks and concrete block paving sectors.

With the exception of the concrete block paving sector, each of
the other five markets experienced growth in 2016 against the
previous year. This ranged from a 2% increase in the concrete
paving sector, to growth of 9% for concrete blocks. 
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BMRABMRA

1,500+ 
Visitors

75+ 
Exhibitors

Live 
Demonstrations

THE UK’S NO.1 EVENT FOR THE METALS RECYCLING INDUSTRY
REGISTER FOR FREE AT WWW.METALSRECYCLINGEVENT.COM

New and used static & mobile quarry
plant, spares and on-site maintenance

LITTLE ALTON FARM, THE ALTONS, RAVENSTONE, LEICESTERSHIRE LE67 2AA UK T: +44 (0) 1530 563600
CMB International Limited 

www.cmbcrushersandscreens.com
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Leading UK intermodal and bulk freight
provider Freightliner, a subsidiary of Genesee &
Wyoming Inc. (G&W), and Unipart Rail, supply
partner to the rail industry, were triumphant at
last week’s inaugural Freight Transport
Association (FTA) Logistics Awards, picking up
the award for ‘Most Innovative Company of the
Year’.

Exceeding strong competition from category finalists such as
Packaging Services Europe, Berendsen PLC, and Hermes UK,
Freightliner and Unipart Rail were recognised for their
integrated supply chain solution – SmartServe. 

In 2016, Freightliner built a new locomotive vehicle
maintenance facility at their existing site in Crewe to bring
the maintenance of their fleet of Class 86 and 90 vehicles in-
house. 

Having previously worked with Unipart Rail, Freightliner
sought Unipart’s support in developing a proposition that
would completely outsource the supply chain operations for
the new depot and enable it to be fully operational within a
challenging nine-month deadline.

Starting the project with a joint vision of creating a new
approach to optimising maintenance operations, Freightliner’s
management team was able to focus on the logistics and
operational issues of creating the vehicle maintenance facility.
Unipart Rail was able to concentrate on sourcing, planning,
controlling and supplying over 700 parts to the line-side
locations of the Freightliner maintenance technicians.

Dave Curtis, Freightliner’s Engineering Production Director UK
said, “SmartServe ensures that the right parts or tools for the
job are always to hand. Turning inventory management into
an operation resembling a lean production line is helping to
drive waste out of the organisation and increase recycling and
re-engineering of critical parts whilst encouraging positive
attitudes to work.”

Apart from having a thoroughly successful operation from the
ground up in less than a year, the SmartServe solution has
delivered demonstrable cost savings, more productive staff
who are able to focus on repair work rather than tracking
down parts, ready availability of tools and parts providing a
more efficient maintenance service, and availability of locos
maintained to the highest levels.

Karen Beardsley, Managing Director, Supply Chain Solutions,
Unipart Rail said, “The way in which the teams from Unipart
Rail and Freightliner work together in the true spirit of
collaboration meant that many new, innovative ideas were
discussed and implemented quickly and effectively. This spirit
is reflected now in the day-to-day operation of the facility and
it is good to see how all of our staff have embraced these
new ways of working rather than the traditional arms-length
relationship between supplier and customer.”

Freightliner & Unipart Rail's joint
supply chain solution wins at the
FTA Logistics Awards!

www.hub-4.com/directory/7297
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Hyundai machines
feature at the 58th
Annual Doe Show

The 58th annual Doe Show will be held on Tuesday
6th, Wednesday 7th and Thursday 8th February
2018 at the Ernest Doe dealership located in Ulting,
Maldon Essex. The show is the largest construction,
agricultural and groundcare dealer show in the UK.
The Doe team have reported that this year’s event is
going to be bigger and better than ever before!

Ernest Doe have been Hyundai dealers for construction machinery
for over 25-years. In that time, the product range has evolved
tremendously and at the 2018 Doe Show – visitors will be able to
see the latest machines in the Hyundai HX range.

The HX range of crawler excavators were first launched in 2015 –
they were met with high acclaim and put Hyundai construction
equipment firmly on the map for quality and innovation – leading
industry press pundits hailed the new HX range as ‘a real game
changer’.  Now in 2018 – the HX range continues to grow as does
its popularity in the UK market place. With large infrastructure
projects taking place in and around the UK – Hyundai dealers are
preparing for a surge in the demand for the South Korean
manufactured machines. 

The new HX range has gained a strong following among users who
are looking for an innovative dependable construction machine
that comes with high-end features but is also competitive in price.
It is Hyundai’s vision to position itself to enter the top-five ranking
manufacturers in the global construction equipment market by
2023.  

Visitors to the Doe Show can expect to see a wide range of
Hyundai machines and will ranging in size from the 1,700kg R17Z-
9A through to the larger 22,100 kg HX220L machine and most
models in between.

The Doe Show will also have a demonstration plot where visitors
can see machines being put through their paces. 

In addition to the Hyundai stand, there will be over 150 trade
stands including Thwaites Dumpers, New Holland Construction and
Bomag light compaction and much more at the Doe Show,
featuring new products as well as used equipment bargains, shop
soiled and ex-demo machinery, and a large indoor display area
devoted to ancillary products.  Over 10,000 visitors are expected
and entrance and parking is free!

www.ernestdoe.co.uk 

JCB Attachments
launch two new
ranges

JCB Attachments has now introduced two
new product ranges for the construction
industry.

These include a brand new series of bladed buckets –
purpose built for the utilities sector – and a new range
of JCB quick hitch models with spring activated safety
lock which will bring consistent, maximum safety
hitches to JCB’s excavator, backhoe loader, Hydradig
and compact excavator ranges.

The new JCB bladed buckets join JCB’s existing toothed
bucket range and are designed to help prevent
electricity cable strikes and water pipe damage in
utilities applications and enable the excavation of tidier,
flat-bottomed trenches.

The new JCB quick hitch range prioritises safety,
simplicity and reduced maintenance – with clear
visibility, no gravity lock, zero greasing and a 3-year
warranty.

JCB Attachments offers a wide range of over 2,500
products globally with significant stock holding at its
Staffordshire based World Parts Centre. Developed and
extensively tested in conjunction with JCB machines,
each is fully approved and compliant with the
Machinery Directive and CE marked as appropriate.
Each genuine JCB attachment carries its own class
leading warranty package so our customer’s machine
warranty isn’t compromised.

www.jcb.com/en-gb/products/attachments

www.hub-4.com/directory/13487 www.hub-4.com/directory/458
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PARTS SERVICE REPAIR
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North - Durham 0191 410 5311
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sales@mstpartsgroup.com
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• Trade fair stand E6/E035 in the outdoor area is 4500 m²

• Several world premieres and product launches for the
European market

• Exhibits from the ranges of earthmoving and material
handling machines, special deep mining machines, tower
cranes, mobile cranes, crawler cranes and concrete
technology

Paris (France), December 20th 2017 –Liebherr will exhibit a
number of new products at stand E6/E035 on the open-air
grounds at Intermat 2018’s Villepinte exhibition centre in
northern  Paris. In addition to the launch of new products for
the European market, Liebherr will also present some world
premieres. Furthermore, visitors to the technology pavilion
will be able to find out more about the latest digitisation
solutions and the Liebherr Reman programme. 

The Liebherr Group will present a cross-section of the latest
construction machine technology at Intermat 2018, taking
place from the 23rd to the 28th of April in Paris. In the
E6/E035 outdoor area, approximately 4500 m² in size, the
manufacturer will present innovative highlights from the
product ranges for earthmoving and material handling
machines, special deep mining machines, tower cranes, mobile
cranes, crawler cranes and concrete technology. 

Liebherr will present its new series of stereoloaders to visitors
at  the trade fair stand. Two smaller Stereoladers® will
celebrate their world premiere at Intermat. The two larger
Stereoladers® – L 514 and L 518 – were launched last
summer. The L 514 Stereo is suitable for communal services
and road construction, and provides reliable assistance for a
wide range of applications. The larger L 518, a completely
new model in Liebherr's range of wheel loaders, is designed
for industrial use, for instance with solid rubber tyres for
recycling operations. 

Another machine making its premiere is the A 914 Litronic
wheeled excavator from emission stage IV, which is being
presented for the first time at a trade fair. With an operating
weight between 14,900 and 17,200 kg and an engine power
of 105 kW/143 hp, the 914 Litronic adapts perfectly for both
classic earthmoving and road, sewer and pipeline
construction. The machine stands out on every construction
site thanks to its high traction for rapid acceleration, as well
as high load bearing capacities and digging forces.

The R 936 Compact crawler excavator will also be on display
for the first time in France. It has an operating weight of
approximately 35 tonnes and is ideal for use where space is
limited, for example in urban construction sites.

Liebherr has reworked the successful 172 EC-B 8 Litronic flat-
top crane and will present its successor to experts at Intermat
2018. The jib has been extended by 2.5 metres to 62.5 metres
and enables even more accurate division. The 172 EC-B 8
Litronic now lifts 1800 kilograms at the jib head with a radius
of 62.5 metres. The maximum load bearing capacity remains
8000 kg. The new flat-top crane will be presented on the new
16 EC tower system alongside the LiUP internal crane driver
elevator. 

Liebherr is also exhibiting the attractive Reman range in Paris
using a remanufactured V12 diesel engine. This gives the
construction machine operator the option to use used
components that have been remanufactured in accordance
with industrial standards as fully fledged spare parts.

Liebherr will present a number of new
products from its extensive range of
construction machines at Intermat 2018

www.hub-4.com/directory/504

Liebherr trade fair stand at Intermat 2018
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One of the largest and oldest oak
trees in Britain has been saved from
being ‘chopped’ by CEMEX
Wickwar’s Quarry Manager, Frank
Hogg.

The tree, which has a girth of 10.5 metres, is
comparable in size to the famous Major Oak in
Sherwood Forest making it between 800 and
1000 years old. It could have been planted
before the Battle of Hastings on land now
owned by building materials supplier, CEMEX
UK. 

The electricity company, Western Power
Distribution was due to undertake a major
pruning and cutting of the canopy to release the
power lines that run through the top of the tree.
Frank, realising the importance of this majestic
tree, contacted the Tree Protection Officer at
South Gloucestershire Council and discussions
have started to find an alternative solution. 

“This tree is part of our heritage and should be
preserved for future generations.  My
granddaughter Edith, now eight years old first
saw the tree about three years ago.  She was
fascinated by it and would run in and out of the
big hole at the base, imagining fairies living in
there,” comments Frank. 

During the last century, the tree has suffered
some fairly severe treatment.  The electricity
lines were laid in 1938 when the landowners
tried to burn it down and in the 1970s, it was
severely cut back, once again to accommodate
the power lines. 

“Trees such as this one are part of our natural
heritage and provide a living link to our past. It
is clearly a nationally valuable tree, and needs
to be cherished and protected. It may have been
lost if it wasn’t for the good work of Frank, who
recognised its importance and sought to protect
it,” comments Jim Mullholland, Training and
Technical Officer for the Ancient Tree Forum. 

Saved from the
chop - an 800+
year old oak tree
in Wickwar
Quarry

www.hub-4.com/directory/6953

Following sustained yearly growth, leading crushing and
screening equipment dealer, AGGREGATE PROCESSING &
RECYCLING Ltd., based in Tamworth, have expanded their
UK operation with the acquisition of adjacent office,
workshop and storage facilities.

Commenting on the expansion, Geoff Caves (Managing Director) has
emphasized the commitment being made to the manufacturers being
supported by the company.

“As a company we are proud to be associated with two of the world’s
leading suppliers of crushing and screening equipment, McCloskey
International (manufactured in both Northern Ireland and Canada) and Swiss
manufacturer Gipo.

The purchase of the additional buildings, trebling our workshop and storage
facilities and giving us in excess of 60,000 sq. ft. of workshop space and an
additional 60,000 sq. ft. outside storage, underpins our future commitment
to both McCloskey and Gipo and will enable us to further improve our
equipment refurbishment capabilities and to increase our service and parts
centres to ensure we are able to offer un-rivalled product support in this
sector.

We have recently invested in state-of-the-art fabrication machinery giving us
the capability of manufacturing bespoke support items as well as offering a
fast, reliable breakdown service.

We have further exciting developments planned for 2018 focusing on new
products and market sectors and have the aim of making AGG-PRO, with the
continued support of McCloskey and Gipo, synonymous with quality, service
and reliability”  

AGG-PRO grow
from strength to
strength

Frank Hogg and granddaughter
Edith with the mighty oak
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Special care was required to move the mobile crusher plants into the cargo hold.
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In the middle of
November, a rare guest
landed at Stuttgart
Airport: the Antonov An-
124, one of the largest
cargo planes in the world.
On behalf of a customer,
two mobile Kleemann
crushing plants with a
total weight of around 80
tons were flown to
Liberia.

"Our customer needed a speedy
delivery to be awarded a contract
for a new project", said Markus
Krill, Sales Manager at Kleemann.
"If we had transported the plants
over land or by sea, they would
not have arrived at the
destination until the beginning of
January." The customer therefore
decided to charter the Antonov
An-124 for the order. We had to
check exactly whether the mobile
jaw crushers MOBICAT 

Giants in the air

Two giants on the movement area:
successful shipment required exact
transport planning.

MC 110 Z EVO and the mobile cone crusher MOBICONE MCO 9 S EVO would be suitable
for this type of extraordinary transport. Assembly, Sales, Customer Support and Logistics
at Kleemann worked flat out on the project to guarantee the fast delivery. Among other
things, additional transport locks were required for reliable securing of movable
components. 
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Last transport lock before take-off.

www.hub-4.com/directory/481

Independent organiser The PRYSM Group
acquires the industry-leading recycling and
waste management trade show RWM from
Ascential PLC… 

The PRYSM Group today announced that RWM in
partnership with CIWM, the UK’s leading recycling,
energy, water and waste management show, has joined its
its Environmental Division, which already includes The
European Contamination Expo Series, Hazardous Waste
Expo, Land Remediation Expo, The Flood Expo and The
Marine & Coastal Civil Engineering Expo. RWM, the only
UK event that brings together the entire industry, was
acquired from Ascential plc. Commercial terms of the deal
were not revealed.  

Commenting on the acquisition of RWM, Event Director
Nick Woore, said: “RWM is undoubtedly the leading
exhibition in the global resource management sector, so
to be able to add the show to our already incredible
portfolio is extremely exciting.

“Waste, recycling and resource management is crucial to
all of our lives and the significant contribution that this
dynamic and innovative sector can make to the economy
is increasingly being recognised by governments and
industry.. Running this event is an honour we are not
taking lightly, and we will ensure that this exhibition leads
the way for the industry tasked with delivering a
sustainable future for our country.”

“This is an exciting development for RWM and CIWM
looks forward to working in partnership with PRYSM to
ensure that the show goes from strength to strength as
the premiere showcase for the resources and waste
management sector,” said CIWM chief executive Dr Colin
Church. “We welcome PRYSM’s decision to invest in
expanding its environmental business and there are clear
synergies with other events in the PRYSM stable that will
further broaden RWM’s reach and relevance.”

RWM takes place annually each September at the NEC
and attracts over 500 exhibitors and 10,000 visitors from
the UK and overseas – including from retail, leisure,
construction and demolition, manufacturing, and
government organisations to name a few. RWM seeks to
build a community for a resource-efficient future by
connecting. It connects innovators and influencers with
businesses, public sector bodies, governments and not for
profits to deliver solutions that are both environmentally
sound and profitable. RWM operates in partnership with
the Chartered Institution of Wastes Management (CIWM). 

A further announcement confirming show dates will be
made very shortly.

RWM acquired by
the Prysm Group

The go-ahead was given a few days before transport. The
plants were then loaded in close collaboration with the
handling agent at Stuttgart Airport. Within a short time, the
transport ramp for the Antonov was extended and a wooden
drive track was installed in the cargo hold to protect the
floor. Even though this is one of the largest cargo planes in
the world, the two Service staff members had to take
particular care when moving the tracked mobile plants to
ensure that they had enough space in the cargo hold. The
next day the Antonov An-124 eventually landed in
Monrovia, Liberia. The mobile crusher plants will already be
in operation there in an iron ore mine at the beginning of
December.
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First new Volvo for Quarry &
Earthworks Ltd
Having started up in business just nine years
ago, acquiring secondhand Volvo excavators,
Quarry & Earthworks proprietor, Matt King, has
added a brand new Volvo EC380E crawler
excavator to his plant fleet.

Just nine years ago, entrepreneur Matt King started up his
business as an owner operator contracting himself into
various quarries in the Mendips from his base at Green Ore,
near Wells, Somerset. To service his customers in a good way
meant acquiring the right machines for the typical contracts
he was undertaking, and very quickly, he purchased a
secondhand forty-eight tonne Volvo EC460C, followed by the
slightly larger EC380D along with an A40 articulated hauler
from SMT GB. “The machines have performed really well
working on general overburden removal as well as extraction
duties which has given me the confidence to now go for a
brand new machine,” says Matt. “The forty-tonne size
machine is the optimum tool for our general operations and
contracts. The EC380E is extremely well balanced even on the
narrow track pads - it has plenty of capacity and is easy to
transport from site to site,” he says.

The EC380E is powered by a Stage-IV compliant engine
developing 306 net horsepower, offering the latest in engine
technology and operating sophistication. The Volvo Care Cab
offers a large roomy interior with plenty of leg room and foot
space. The excellent all round visibility is enhanced by
pressurized and filtered cab air supplied by a 14-vent, climate
control system. An adjustable, easy-to-read LCD colour
monitor provides ‘real time’ information of the machine
functions, important diagnostic information and a wide variety
of work tool settings besides, providing visibility to the

operator from the rear and side view cameras. The EC380E
offers plenty of reach and dig depth (11m and 7.3m
respectively) and a massive breakout force of 215kN. Matt
King’s machine is equipped with hammer/shear hydraulics as
standard and is fitted with optional hydraulic quick-fit
enabling the machine to be quickly configured for either
bucket or ripper duties as well as hammer work.

Quarry & Earthworks Ltd offers contracting works primarily in
the extraction business in and around the Mendips area as
well as general contracting in Somerset, Wiltshire and Avon.  

www.hub-4.com/directory/876
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The quarries of Carrara marble spa in Vennai
Guglielmo di Fantiscritti in the Italian Alps
have long been the center of producing marble
that formed some of the greatest works of art in
history.  Now increasing use of modern
equipment has helped improve operational
efficiency, with a Sandvik QE341 scalping
screen being a highly prized addition to the
production process.

The white marble
quarries now operated
by William Vennai SpA
in the Italian Alps have
proved to be a source
of the highest quality
material, providing
marble for the statues
of the great
Michelangelo himself
amongst others. These
are considered to be
amongst the oldest and
most prestigious in the
entire area, with the
company having
quarried the marble

since its incorporation in 1924. Located in the marble basin of
Fantiscritti, they are capable of producing annually an amount
equal to about 60,000 tons of marble blocks, rising to
100,000 tons through commercial connections with affiliated
companies such as the Major Excavation Fantiscritti Marmi srl
Scarl and E.T.A. Scarl. 

Precise quarrying methods

In order to supply such a prestigious and valuable resource,
the marble has to be extracted precisely. 

Although many techniques have remained the same, new
technology is also playing its part. “Diamond wire saws have
replaced the old helical wire ones allowing a radical lowering
of work times, so much so that whereas to produce a block
10m x 10m it took three days of work it now takes only 4
hours,” explains Paul Abbot, head of excavation at William
Vennai SpA. 

After using horizontal and vertical drilling holes or joints with
jackhammers, holes are screwed to the diamond wire which is
connected to a powerful cutting machine. This scrolls down
automatically during cutting phases or rotates the point of
axis according to various requirements, When the marble
block is separated from the mountain complete detachment is
facilitated using special inflatable ‘pillows’ or hydraulic jacks
using powerful excavators to a specially prepared ‘bed’ of
debris to provide a safe resting place for the extremely
valuable end product.

However, the marble is not all of a consistent high quality. The
‘perfect’ block represents only 20% of the production; the
remaining 80% consists of semi-formed blocks as well
material that does not possess the desired homogeneous
structure due to contamination with metamorphic rock, rubble
and other materials. Earth and gravel are always present
which needs to be removed in order to preserve the quality of
the marble. In order to effectively and efficiently remove
contaminants (which themselves are valuable products) from
non-block marble production, a mobile screen was acquired.
In this case a Sandvik QE341 which was supplied by Sandvik’s
authorized distributor in Italy, CGT. Compagnia Generale
Trattori (CGT) S.p.A. 

Latest developments in screening at
work at world centre of marble

Luigi Pasquali, Chief excavator; Paul
Abbott, s/w and Erich Padlocks,
partner of William Vennai spa
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An essential tool for our end product

Erich Padlocks, a partner of William Vennai said of the new
screen: "Acquiring the QE341 was a necessity in order to
maximize and improve the quality of our end product. We
could only really choose Sandvik, above all for the quality of
the machines and then for our relationship with CGT, a
relationship established over time and dating with me
personally 30 years. We place so much emphasis on our
relationship that now our quarries only use CAT machines. In
future, if we require screening (or crushing equipment) we will
put our faith in CGT again and choose Sandvik as well.”

Ideal mobile solution

The QE341 is a heavy duty scalper with class leading open
scalping area delivering enormous rates of production. This
means that production of even the most hard wearing of
materials is facilitated through a wear resistant steel apron
feeder, with massive stockpiling capability with over-wide
conveyors to maximise delivery. With a one piece wear
resistant rigid hopper it features a robust crusher-style chassis
and has been designed to be compatible for 2-way or 3-way
split configurations, as well as the ability to interchange side
conveyors thereby demonstrating the ultimate flexibility of the
unit.  The screen-box jack up facility allows easier access to
the bottom deck for maintenance and screen media changes.
Other key customer-focused features include:

• Aggressive screenbox with 9mm of throw at over 1000
rpm enables peak productivity

• Radio tracking and feeder control as standard help ensure
operator safety

• Unique colour-coded control panel with one touch
start/stop enables easy operation

• Optimum fuel economy at less than 15 litres per hour
reduces your operating costs

• Hydraulic folding maintenance platforms simplify service
and maintenance

The QE341 has all the attributes required to help maximize
production of some of the world’s most sort after marble.

www.hub-4.com/directory/296
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CEMEX - West Deeping

A comprehensive package of complete processing solutions for the
Quarrying, Recycling, Bulk Handling Industries and Transport Infrastructure.
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EvoQuip offers a comprehensive portfolio of
products to address the needs of the compact
crushing and screening market. EvoQuip are
now launching the Bison 280 Jaw Crusher.
Whether you’re in Construction & Demolition,
Asphalt Recycling, Quarrying or Contract
Crushing the EvoQuip Bison 280 will enhance
your profitability.

The EvoQuip Bison 280 has been working in a tough Granite
site at Peter O’Donnell & Sons Quarry in Ireland. Peter
O’Donnell, Managing Director, said “The productivity and

performance of the EvoQuip Bison 280 really has surpassed
our expectations. While the machine itself is very compact it is
definitely not a lightweight machine as it consistently
produced a quality product at a high throughput and low cost
per tonne in our Quarry”. 

Matt Dickson, EvoQuip, Product Line Director said, “The Bison
280 jaw crusher is a machine that offers versatility with
supreme durability while also providing our customers with
excellent productivity and fuel efficiency. The quick set up
times, simple intuitive operation and ease of transport makes
this machine an ideal solution for all applications.” >

The Bison 280 – Compact with Impact
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Compact Size

The compact footprint makes the EvoQuip Bison 280 easy to
transport and also makes it an ideal machine for working in
urban areas. 

Ease of use

The rapid set up time and intuitive control system on the
EvoQuip Bison 280  enables the operator to be crushing
minutes after unloading the machine from the lorry. The
operator can also adjust the crusher setting easily without the
need for any tools using the user friendly hydraulic jaw
adjustment system.

Versatility

The EvoQuip Bison 280 offers the customer exceptional
flexibility as it can be used on a multitude of natural stone
applications including granite, river gravel and basalt. The
Bison 280 can also be used on various recycling applications
including construction and demolition waste, recycled
concrete, reclaimed railway sleepers. 

Performance

The Bison 280 uses a fuel efficient and high performing direct
drive system to power the jaw crusher. This along with the
simple to operate jaw adjustment allows the operator to
optimize the material throughput and reduction whilst
ensuring the best fuel efficiency. 

Optimal Material Flow

There are a number of key design features in the BISON 280
that ensure an optimal material flow throughout the crushing
process. The vibrating feeder automatically regulates the flow
of material into the crusher based on the engine load and this
ensures that an optimal choke feed is kept in the jaw. The
impressive under crusher clearance along with the excellent
tunneling then ensures an unrestricted flow of material even
in the harshest of recycling applications. 

Serviceability 

Serviceability has been integral throughout the design and
development of the Bison 280. With excellent access to the
engine, hydraulics, service and refueling points, it ensures
maintenance is easy for the operator.

EvoQuip machines can come directly to your site to crush and
screen the waste from your demolition projects. When
customers are not farming they can use EvoQuip equipment
to demolish old farm buildings, process material for lanes,
driveways or drainage projects. Certain models in the range
can even be transported on an agricultural trailer and can
overcome access issues on narrow lanes, country roads and
remote access sites. 

www.hub-4.com/directory/17819
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On hand for the official presentation of the certificate were
John Gregory, SSAB Regional Sales Manager and Scott &
Simon Bailey, the two Directors of MSS. John explained a little
more about the selection of Wearpart Centres and the new
appointment “In selecting new Hardox Wearpart® centres
SSAB have extremely high standards and the process is in-
depth with various criteria that must be met. This assures us
that whoever we appoint will be a brand ambassador and
that the quality of work will be excellent. We were really
interested in finding a partner that specialised in mobile on-
site repair and maintenance and MSS are a perfect fit for us.
This enables us to expand Hardox solutions to new and
existing customers who would like to have it supplied and
fitted by the same experienced team.”

Founded in 2006, MSS has grown into a thriving £5m turnover
business providing nationwide high-quality mobile quarry and
site maintenance. Employing over 80 maintenance engineers
covering the UK they operate a fleet of over 35 fully equipped
‘mobile workshop’ vehicles, and can handle any on-site

maintenance
task. We talked
with Simon
Bailey about MSS
and how the
business has
expanded “We
pride ourselves
on the quality of
the work that we
deliver to our
clients and that
has always been
the way in which
the business has
grown since

2006. We look after many different clients across the country
and recently have taken on the complete maintenance
contract for Tarmac’s Mountsorrel Quarry where we have 31
engineers on-site with a full fleet of vehicles.”

SSAB appoint MSS as a brand
new Hardox Wearparts® Centre

Quarrying
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HUB-4 were invited along to Markfield in Leicestershire to learn more about MSS, a
newly appointed Hardox Wearparts® Centre in the UK. 

Left to right: Scott Bailey, Director at MSS, John
Gregory, SSAB Regional Sales Manager, and
Simon Bailey, Director of MSS

Plasma cutting screen
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“Over the years we identified more and more demand for
fabrication, so we have our own facility here in Markfield
where we offer a complete design and fabrication service and
have invested heavily in a large-bed CNC plasma cutting
machine allowing us to handle larger area sheets of up to
11m x 3m. We’ve been using Hardox steel for some time now
and its becoming more and more integral to the solutions that
we offer. I have personally had experience of many other
types of hardened wear plate over the years but Hardox is
without a doubt the best on the market, and compliments the
quality of work that we produce. We have used a considerable
amount of Hardox 450 recently which we have found to be
excellent and are now looking to use Hardox 500 for selected
bucket maintenance where we can cut the plates to size.”

Scott Bailey commented on the services offered by MSS “The
contract that we now have at Mountsorrel Quarry is a good
example of what we can offer. As well as any on-site
maintenance task in the quarry we also carry out crusher
repairs, crusher relines, bucket repairs, full engineering
services, and we have also recently installed a new conveyor
system in the quarry. We utilise Hardox wherever possible to
add wear-life benefits allowing for less downtime in this very
busy quarry.”   

We asked Simon about other growth areas of the business
“We’ve completed a lot of project work over the last 18mths
for clients including Brett Aggregates, Tarmac, MQP and
Hanson and this is something that we are looking to grow. At
Clee Hill Quarry in Shropshire we have just re-lined all the
chutes with Hardox 400 to maximise wear-life and reduce
maintenance. We’ve also invested a lot in our mobile
workshop vehicles, equipping them all with welding plant,
oxy-propane, cutting equipment, all hand tools, 110v kit,

lifting gear, pull-lifts, slings, straps and collar chains, so our
maintenance engineers have everything to hand that

they will need. We currently use around 70ton of
Hardox per year and are really looking forward

to working with SSAB to expand Hardox use
throughout the business.”

For more information on Hardox Wearparts®

visit www.hardoxwearparts.com and for
more information on MSS visit
www.mss-maintenance.co.uk 

www.hub-4.com/directory/17074

Scott Bailey with some of the mobile workshops at Mountsorrel
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L&W Wilson (Endmoor) Ltd
invest in high performance
Maximus Screeners

www.hub-4.com Jan 2018 - Issue 48

L&W Wilson has been a family run business
since 1951 when it was established as a
transport company with two wagons with a
licence to transport road and building materials,
furniture and household effects, agricultural
produce, requisites and livestock within 30
miles and coal and coke within 10 miles of
Kendall Town Hall.

By 1973 the company had moved to Endmoor, near Kendall
and the company had diversified the business to include
excavation, demolition, site clearance, haulage and tipping
work. 

Alan Wilson – MD, takes up the story, “In 1996 with work
being thin on the ground we moved into contracting which
enabled us to guarantee that the demolition, bulk excavation,
foundation and drainage work for new sites was ours, we had
problems in the early 1990’s with other contractors trying to
poach work when the plant was hired.”

Open day at Roan Edge Quarry
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Contracting also meant that the company was involved in a
lot of quarry work and for a few years stone was sourced
from local quarries, however every year the price increased for
the stone which included the haulage. 

Alan, continued, “We really wanted to buy the stone ex works
as we were transporting it, but the quarries would charge a
premium for collecting ex works. However, in 1996 we were

employed to screen stone for a large road contract in a quarry
at Kirby in Furness which we accomplished by hiring a mobile
screen which enabled us to also use the by-products for some
of our jobs. After that I approached the Quarry Manager he
agreed we could crush stone on-site if we paid a royalty. This
became a regular occurrence where we would hire in a
crusher to produce aggregate and by 2000 we decided to
purchase our own equipment as our workload was
increasing.”

At this time the company were recycling at Roan Edge where
demolition rubble was being crushed to make a recycled 6F2.
To add to this the company were also offered crushing at
Elterwater Quarry and on various demolition sites. A mobile
crusher was acquired in March 2000 and an impactor
followed a year later. 

With the quarry at Kirby in Furness then selling a mulch
product an impactor was required to produce an improved
flatter shape which would compete with the Welsh Quarries.
Additionally, the High Newton by-pass contract came on
stream with the company required to supply of 200,000 tons
of MOT type 1, a 6N and a 6F2.

Maximus 516 being fed by a RM90GO!
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“It was a very busy time”, commented Alan, “but by this time
we had purchased a bigger impactor and in 2007 we bought
a second one because we were flat out making material for
the by-pass, in addition to our other work. We also bought a
bigger jaw crusher and a cone crusher to shape the stone to
make a rounder, squarer product, so the cone was ideal for
that as a secondary crusher. “

By 2008 the company had built up the civil engineering side
of the business with commercial and industrial work as well
as carrying out all the groundworks for housing estates.

Later that year everything came to an abrupt halt and within
12 months the turnover had dropped by £4 million with
further losses incurred from companies going bankrupt. These
were difficult times, but the company survived on construction
type work and today with housing work now back the
company’s turnover has bounced back to £17 million with the
company now employing their own team and managing
everything in-house.

Alan continued, “Crushing our own stone and making our
own products was now high on the agenda and although we
were still crushing at Kirby in Furness we now had our own
site at Roan Edge. Although I sold a cone in 2008 we kept
everything else working and with things improving in 2010
we got a great deal on a Hyundai digger from Taylor &
Braithwaite (T&B) and a few months later we purchased a
shovel from them. The machines have been excellent and over
a period of seven years we have bought several machines
from T&B who have supported us well. It’s been a great
relationship and when they approached us to consider holding
an open day at Roan Edge in 2014 we saw it as an
opportunity to support them and also tidy the site up and
screen a lot of material.”

An introduction to Maximus:

The open day at Roan Edge Quarry was a huge success for
T&B as they had just become the Maximus dealer, and this
was the first opportunity the machines could be demonstrated
at an open day to potential buyers. For Alan Wilson it was his
first introduction to the brand and he was very impressed by
what he saw.

Alan, commented, “We had a damaged screener that was
causing problems so after the open day we sat down with Ian
Burton and he gave us a great deal on a Maximus 516
Vibrating Scalper.”

Ian Burton- Sales Director - T&B, “Alan was very impressed
with the Maximus machine and quickly realised the
advantages as the machine gives you a lot higher stockpiling
height than other machines. This allows uninterrupted
working as you can leave the excavator feeding the machine
whilst the shovel loads trucks, so production doesn’t stop. The
Maximus 516 was an ideal machine for Alan it is a heavy
duty, high capacity scalper capable of screening a wide variety
of material in the harshest conditions. It is designed to cope
with the heaviest applications and can be used in

construction and demolition waste, primary crusher circuits,
iron ore, aggregates, coal, recycling, heavy rock and topsoil.”

Adding to the fleet:

Six months later Alan invested in another Maximus machine
and has since purchased a total of three 516 Vibrating
Scalpers

In addition, there has been further investment in two more
Maximus machines which included a 512 Vibrating Scalper
and a 522T Triple Deck Vibrating Screener bringing the fleet to
a total of five machines.

Although a smaller machine than the 516 the 512 Vibrating
Scalper has been developed for the smaller end user who
require its versatility and ease of transport, without
compromising on build quality and reliability. Designed to
cope with the heaviest applications, the Maximus 512 can be
used in crushing circuits, demolition and construction waste
management, aggregates, heavy rock and topsoil applications,
as well as many others.

An industry leader:

Alan’s fifth machine which is currently on duty at Roan Edge
is the Maximus 522T Triple Deck Vibrating Screener which is
the industry leader other triple decks aspire to. With industry
leading production capacities and the largest combined
screening area available in today’s market, the Maximus 522T
is the obvious choice for large scale operators who need high
capacity and high specification aggregate screening
capabilities.

Jaime McGlinn – Crushing and Screening Sales Manager for
T&B, commented, “The 522T has a massive screening area of
6.7 m x 1.52 m (22’ x 5’) top and middle decks and a 6.1 m x
1.52 m (20’ x 5’) bottom deck.  Its industry leading stockpile
heights and feeder capacity make the 522T the perfect choice
for a serious aggregate producer such as L&W Wilson.”

Alan, added, “We have five machines now and I have every
faith in the Maximus brand and the support from T&B.”

Additional crushing investment:

Since then T&B became the Northern distributor for Rubble
Master in August 2017 and two months ago L&W Wilson
became a proud owner of a RM90GO!

Alan, said, “A very impressive machine that crushes a
phenomenal amount of stone per hour and because of its size
is an absolute winner on small sites. When I first saw it in
operation I realised it crushes twice the amount you would
expect for a machine of that size; I would definitely
recommend it!”

Today Roan Edge Quarry is proof of efficient and reliable
stone processing with the RM90GO! crushing and feeding a
Maximus 522T Triple Deck Screener to produce aggregates
and putting a smile on everyone’s face.

Maximus 522T Triple Deck Screener in action
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Innovative development of the product range has been a key
focus over the years with the Terex Titan and the world
beating R17 introduced in 1974, which was followed in 1982
by the launch of the first ever Terex articulated dump truck
designed, tested and manufactured in the Motherwell facility.

2002 welcomed the introduction of the Generation 7
articulated trucks with the 1000th platinum truck rolling off
the line three years later in 2005. Four years later saw the
launch of the Generation 8 range and in 2011 the world
launch of the 9th Generation now fitted with world class
Scania engines.

In 2014 the Volvo Group acquired the off-highway truck
product line from Terex Corporation and Terex Trucks, and a
division of Volvo Construction Equipment was formed. Now
part of a global brand Terex Trucks manufacture 3 articulated
and 4 rigid dump trucks at the Motherwell facility all of which
now form an integral part of the Volvo portfolio.

Following the acquisition, a retention of the name, investment
in the products, people and processes soon followed and it
was soon clear that this is having a dynamic effect on the
quality and performance of the vehicles.

Eager to see how the new world class manufacturing facility
works the HUB team went to experience first-hand.

Investment at Terex
Trucks has a dynamic
effect on the quality
and performance

Based in Motherwell, Scotland, Terex Trucks have a heritage
which can be traced back to 1909, but the Terex Trucks’ legacy
really began in 1934 with the creation of the world’s first, off-
highway dump truck.

Ian Gibbons
Structural Control Manager
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The production facility:

We were met by Ian Gibbons who is a Structural Control
Manager. Ian has been with the company 8 years and as well
as providing a guided tour he explained the effect that the
new investment is having on the whole operation.

With 66 years of experience, currently being driven by 399
employees it was clear on entering the facility, how team
member development, visual management techniques and
lean practices are driving the production journey towards
excellence.

It was also interesting to see how the company promote the
heritage of the brand through the placement of huge graphics
in prominent positions.

The manufacturing process is clearly divided into four key
areas and you can witness the arrival of sheet steel through
to the finished article – all under one roof!

The areas are managed by supervisors who operate ‘quick
response problem solving’ and every morning a supervisor
will hold a Tier 1 meeting to discuss any issues. The priorities
in these meetings are safety, quality, delivery, environment,
cost and people. These are continually on the agenda as some
processes can influence a neighbouring work area. Any issues
that are unresolved move onto a process of escalation: next is
a Tier 2 meeting and finally onto a weekly Tier 3 meeting
which will resolve the issue. These meetings follow the same
methodology throughout. 

Fabrication:

Ian takes up the story, “In the fabrication shop we cut and
form the steel plate; 80% of what goes into the truck chassis
and bodies are manufactured from raw steel plate, most of
which is sourced from SSAB. Their Hardox® 450 product is
one of our highest runners especially on the dump bodies.
The steel plate is then cut using a plasma burner which we
use for plate under 40mm plate. Plate up to 150mm is cut
using an oxy-acetylene burner. This cut plate steel is then
formed and shaped on a huge 1000t press which incorporates
a 7-metre bed. It takes this size of press to handle the
thickness of the Hardox® plate and with 80% of the chassis
and bodies being manufactured in house the big press is kept
very busy.”

“Part of the production process in the machine shop is
induction hardening which deals with the case hardening of
steel components which are placed inside a water cooled
copper coil and then heated above their transformation
temperature by applying an alternating current to the coil.”

Ian pointed out that there has been a £3.5million investment
in the machine shop which included 3 new machines which
deliver 65% of parts for the Rigid Truck range.

Further investment is also in place with a recently scheduled
crane upgrade.

Assembly:

After fabrication and machining is complete the frames and
bodies for both Articulated and Rigid Dump Trucks are
assembled and then checked by quality engineers and
inspectors ensuring all is compliant within the highest
industry standards.”

There are two specific assembly lines; the first, producing 25-
40 ton Articulated Dump Trucks and the second producing 45-
100 ton Rigid Dump Trucks.

Ian explained, “Although we manufacture a large percentage
of components we do source some parts locally and others
globally which we retain in our two store areas. 

Ian, continued, “As well as holding any bought-in components
we also carry a range of legacy parts for machines up to 15
years old.”
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Lean methods:

Since the arrival of their new owner, Volvo have introduced
their production systems lean methods which have been
applied throughout, with in-line quality checks, quick
response solving, management boards and ‘5S’ to reduce
waste and improve productivity.

Walking down the articulated assembly line that new regime
is plain to see in the meticulous housekeeping. There are

three models being produced here ranging from a 25 ton to a
41.9 ton payload and as each individual truck moves down
the line components are added with the dump body the last
to be added at the end of the line.

Much the same happens on the Rigid Dump Truck line where
a lot of components including the chassis, rear axle and some
sub-assemblies are manufactured in-house. Castings are
sourced worldwide with final machining completed in the
Machine Shop for the production line. 
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Ian, commented, “The rigid body is a simple structure that is
built upside down on the floor, we then flip it 180◦ and put it
on trestles, adding two sides and an end. We then mount on a
manipulator and rotate it 360◦ to ensure our welders are in
the best possible position which ensures a high standard of
welding. Following this process, the welds are all cleaned up
and critically inspected visually, and then ultrasonic weld
inspection is applied to determine if there are any defects
within the weld.”

“We also supply a 100t RH to Russia in semi knock down
format. Due to the logistical challenges of delivering to some
areas of Siberia we have to break the truck down into
sections which can navigate the logistical restrictions,
meaning that a unit is shipped in several pieces along within
containers and then assembled along with some welding
completed on site.

Paint:

At this stage all components are shot blasted and given one
coat of paint by a team of specialists who operate two booths
where smaller components are painted and baked. Although
the booths are actually big enough to facilitate the complete
painting of a rigid 100t hauler.

Final test:

Finally, when the truck build is complete machines are passed
to the testing department. Here each machine receives four
hours of hot testing on an on-site outdoor course which
includes speed and brake testing, body up and down tests
and heat testing. Basically, the test drivers make sure
everything is exactly as it should be on the truck, after which
they are given an intensive pre-delivery inspection before
delivery to the customer.

Heritage:

At the end of the tour Ian took us outside to view a line-up of
trucks including the TR100 ready for delivery. It was an
impressive line-up that included a refurbished R17 from 1973
which was a great reminder of the history of the brand and it
was clear to see and witness what is now changing and
driving forward Terex Trucks for years to come.

Trucks awaiting testing

A refurbished R17 stands next to an array of new trucks.
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As we look forward to our 60th successful year in business during 2018,
Bruce Materials Processing Solutions continue to aspire to the high

standards already set. An established company with a valued
reputation enables Bruce to provide wet processing
equipment of the highest quality, and an after-sales
service to back it up. 

Working closely with customers from initial design and concept through to
final commissioning, our team of fully qualified and experienced in-house
engineers deliver aggregate and sand washing equipment that match each
client’s needs. Utilising the Bruce modular design approach, proven
technologies and branded components, Bruce washing plants offer
solutions to clients from various industries including sand and gravel, the
recycling industry and extraction industries.

Our program of continuous improvement has facilitated significant advances in the range of
machinery that we manufacture. Most notably the Bruce “WASHPOD” has seen many advances leading to

this machine being a huge success globally. By virtue of our increased global presence through our global Dealer
network, the Bruce “Washpod” continues to be the machine of choice for operators seeking in-spec aggregates and sands in
one neat package. In addition to the “Washpod” Bruce manufactures the “SandPod”, “BWS” range of cyclone sand plants,
BWD and BWSRB range of Bucketwheel Sand Plants, DW and WS range of dewatering and washing screens and the full range
of water/silt treatment equipment to name a few. Furthermore, as an approved “Hardox Wearparts” centre we use Hardox
material extensively on all of our equipment in-keeping with our approach to using only the best materials and components.

Building on the success of our attendance at key trade events yearly, we look forward to the Hillhead 2018 exhibition in June.
An opportunity for Bruce to connect with many new and existing clients from the UK and further afield, we will showcase a
number of our modular aggregate and sand washing machinery.

Wileman Scrubber barrels are used in the mines
& quarry industries for the washing of
aggregates & minerals. 

Machines available up to 3.5M Diameter x 11M long handling
800 Tonnes per hour. 

The design features include:-

• Robust barrel shell with machined track rings to provide
smooth & concentric drive

• Pneumatic tyres driving and supporting the barrel
• Heavy duty helical gearbox & motor
• Heavy duty support shafts and bearings

Other features:-

• Easily removable liners to prolong the life of the shell

• The ability to remove fines and water from either end of the
barrel via perforated steel or polyurethane meshes.

Unique Selling Points:-

• High speed rotating barrel to create the necessary attrition

• Material retained within barrel to create the necessary
attrition 

For more information on Wileman products & services go to:
www.wilemanengineers.com 

Intelligent Washing Solutions by Bruce
Materials Processing Solutions

www.hub-4.com/directory/2320

Take your company to the next
level of high production, cost
effective aggregate washing with
the Wileman Super Scrubber
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A new quarry at West Deeping, Lincolnshire has
just started supplying high quality sand and
gravel into the local market including CEMEX
UK concrete and asphalt plants within an area
of approximately a 50 miles radius and will also
supply a new on-site bagging plant currently
being built.

The new site at West Deeping which has replaced the now
exhausted Manor Pit operation has reserves which will secure
the site for several years and features a new TWS Wash Plant
which has been supplied by the English and Welsh dealer for
Terex Washing Systems (TWS), DUO (Europe) plc.

West Deeping is now one of three large processing operations
within the CEMEX UK Central area with the others being
Rugeley and Swinderby. The Manor Pit operation which is
approximately 4 miles away had an operating life of 20 years
and the site is now currently being restored.

Philip McComb – Quarry Manager at West Deeping, takes up
the story, “The old plant at Manor Pit was very large with a
computerised blending system which is totally different to the
new plant that DUO have installed, so it’s a complete ‘sea
change’ for our operating team. Although we are still in the
commissioning stage, after one month we are achieving the
optimum tonnage per day. Early indications suggest that the
new plant will be more efficient and more reliable and it all
looks good so far.” 

Apart from the fact that the Manor Pit site contained a
significant amount of ironstone the deposit at West Deeping
is very similar, but much cleaner with a mixed deposit in
bands with clay seams in the gravel which is efficiently dealt
with by the new processing plant.

Phil continued, “We have been very lucky that we started
with a blank piece of paper and benefitted from previous
experience with other plants supplied from various
manufacturers’, so we are very fortunate that we have a plant
that has been through a design process and eliminated issues
we have experienced in the past. Working with the CEMEX
Engineering Department we arrived at what was required on-
site and after various consultation and site visits DUO
designed us a plant based on the TWS Fines Master FM200C
which was accepted, and they were subsequently awarded
the order.”>

DUO supply a TEREX wash
plant for the CEMEX UK
operation at West Deeping
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The sand and gravel plant:

Capable of operating at up to 220tph the plant consists of a
bespoke feed system which is fed by wheel loader, via a feed
hopper which incorporates a remote-control tipping grid.
Material is then fed up the inclined feed conveyor onto the 20
x 6 three-deck rinsing screen which utilizes individually
controlled spray bars on each deck which are fitted with
polyurethane modular media.

Acting as a protection deck the top deck removes any rejects
up to +90mm and clay to stockpile and any oversize +40mm
being sent to a further stockpile with the bottom deck
providing the feed to the Fines Master 200C to produce the
required sands. >
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CEMEX - West Deeping
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A static sand recovery unit on one chassis, the FM 200C
features a centrifugal slurry pump, a 14x6 dewatering screen
and twin hydro cyclones that produce two in specification
sands.

A specially designed rubber-lined underflow box allows
blending to take place so that an acceptable coarse and fine
sand ratio can be achieved. These sands are then delivered to
separate radial conveyors and stockpiled. 

Phil, commented, “Originally the radial arc was going to be
two equal runs, but as we produce more sharp sand naturally
we decided to install a split arc with most of the arc utilised
by the sharp sand conveyor to allow us a larger stockpile.”

Any remaining gravels off the first screen are then fed onto a
second inclined transfer conveyor which feeds onto a 3-deck
part rinser which takes out and provides feed to 6/10/14 and
20mm stockpiles.

Phil added, “This second split also features the option of
redirecting the feed to the -6mm conveyor only, through a set
of flaps. This is an event we schedule every couple of weeks
to produce a 4/20mm for our concrete plants. This is, along
with sharp sand our main seller; although currently 4/10mm is
in demand and as our material is very clean the 2/6 and
4/10mm also have added value as they can be potentially sold
as decorative gravel.”

Phil, summarised, “The final specification included lattice
conveyors with a full walk around for complete access and all
bearings were specified SKF. Overall, we are very happy with
the plant to date, its producing in specification material and
providing us with much more control and flexibility over our
production enabling us to efficiently satisfy the demand. With
full confidence in the expertise and service that DUO provides,
we are looking forward to our first full year of sand and
gravel processing.”

Total Solutions:

TWS provides cohesive solutions for all material and mineral
washing needs through their English and Welsh dealer - DUO.
Focussing solely on providing solutions to quarry, aggregate,
mining and C&D recycling industries it is dedicated in
providing reliable, high quality and very productive equipment
with ease of transport and fast on-site installation.

This is achieved through a broad product portfolio which
offers modular, mobile and static wash plants with the ability
to work in many applications. Meeting individual materials
and mineral washing needs to achieve today’s stringent
specifications of clean material is at the top of the agenda.
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Complete Auto Recycling Show and
the Metals Recycling Event heading
to the West Midlands in 2018

The Complete Auto Recycling Show (CARS) and
The Metals Recycling Event (MRE) is moving to
the NAEC, Stoneleigh near Coventry.

CARS & MRE is Europe’s leading event dedicated to recyclers
and processors of scrap metal and end of life vehicles. The
show offers visitors a different visitor experience to your
typical trade show - live demonstrations allow visitors to see
equipment in its intended environment, while Business Doctor
sessions provide expert guidance on key issues such as
leadership, management and succession planning. 

The NAEC, with its excellent accommodation and transport
links, allows for an entirely new exhibition hall and an array of
extra features for visitors to get involved with. Confirmed
exhibitors for 2018 include; Doyle Machinery, Hammel, JMC
Recycling Systems and Eriez Europe, while the event’s
headline partner is Blue Fuchs, supplier of the fuchs range of
material handlers, ZB Group range of metal shredders and
Taurus balers.

Commenting on the new venue, Show Director, Rob Mowat
had this to say about what they have in store for 2018, ‘We
can’t wait for the 2018 edition of CARS & MRE. With the
event taking place every other year, there is plenty to talk
about and lots for both exhibitors and visitors to catch up on.
This year sees the arrival of the two shows at the NAEC in
Stoneleigh, which is a fantastic space for the show to grow in,
allowing more space for live demonstrations, indoor and
outdoor exhibits, and both sector-specific and business
focussed seminars’.

Free to attend, CARS & MRE is a one stop shop for all those
connected to the end of life vehicle and metal recycling
sectors, and is not only the best place to learn and develop
new skills, but it’s also an excellent place to do business. The
relaxed evening entertainment offers a chance to socialise and
network in an informal setting, drink some local ales and
enjoy a BBQ feast with industry peers.

To register for the show or enquire about exhibiting visit;

www.cars-expo.com

www.metalsrecyclingevent.com
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Working closely with the customer
to achieve the best solution
A recent project for Ground
Waste Recycling in England,
has highlighted how “no one
size fits all” when it comes to
Kiverco installations. The
company approached Kiverco
with quite specific
requirements and it was up to
the Kiverco team to get all of
the elements to work well
together.

The company required a solid and robust
plant that could process up to 35TPH of
Construction and Demolition waste.
However, they had quite a small
footprint to work with. Both companies
worked together on several revisions of
the plant layout, in order to ensure it
fitted into the yard. One of the solutions
that Kiverco’s design team came up, to
reduce the footprint, was to use a 3D
combi screen instead of a separate
trommel and flip flow screen. The plant
was also designed to allow the customer
to shutter their own concrete walls on their request.

The recycling system itself incorporated a Belt Feeder, Combi Screen, Picking Station and Blower and the customer is delighted
with the results it is producing so far.

Mirelle Quigley, Operations Director at Ground Waste Recycling says, “We have seen a great improvement in the recycling of
materials which has reduced our landfill percentages and our carbon footprint. Installation was within 2 weeks as promised and
everything went to plan.”

www.hub-4.com/directory/15003
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CRJ / Matpro – 
One year since the merger 

With one year since the
merger of CRJ and
Matpro the HUB team
went along to talk to
two of the Directors -
Rob Symons and Ben
McQuaid to ask about
the history on the two
companies, how they
came together, and the
focus each business will
have moving forward
into 2018.

Can you give us a little background on the two
companies and how they came together?

Rob: CRJ started back in 1999 when three of the directors saw
an opportunity to diversify from Farming operations to
Organics Recycling. Originally starting out solely focusing on
green waste recycling contracts for councils in Cheshire, an
early opportunity was identified to grow the business further
with the lease of existing machinery across the country;
including our initial small fleet of high-speed Doppstadt
AK430 shredders. The business grew rapidly from here on,
with the company soon expanding to offer a full range of
other means of recycling equipment on hire.

Ben: Matpro was founded in 2014, initially operating as
equipment distributors for the renowned Haas shredder and
Anaconda Equipment brands across Scotland and the North
East of England. After a period of rapid growth in our early
years, the company then started to cover further south,
including north of the Birmingham area. We soon merged with
CRJ Services in December 2016 in order to help satisfy the
entire UK & Ireland market. 

Rob: The merger has allowed us to create one of the largest
machinery hire and sales organisations in the UK.  It has
enabled us both to respond better to market needs through
the unification of resources. Between us, we now have
exceptional aftersales capabilities with 17 trained engineers,
three fully equipped service vehicles and a spare parts stock
holding valuing over £1,000,000. 

Ben: In 2017 we demonstrated our ongoing commitment to
reaching our main goal of continuing to become a consistent
and recognized force in recycling industry – and this continues
to be our main goal going into 2018. 

Please tell us more about CRJ’s hire fleet?

Rob: We currently have 85+ machines in our hire fleet. We
have a selection of; high-speed shredders, slow-speed
shredders, trommel screens, star screens, deck screens, picking
stations, stockpile conveyors and metal & density separators.
Our reliable machinery is suitable for a wide range of
materials including; green waste, wood waste, general waste,
aggregates, plastics and many more.   

Which brands do Matpro represent and are you
exclusive agents for each for the UK?

Ben: Matpro represents 5 well-known European OEM brands
in the UK including; Haas Recycling, Anaconda Equipment,
Nihot, Steelweld Enviro Products and Weima. Among these
brands, we specialise in a wide range of new and used
material processing equipment including; industrial waste
shredders, industrial wood shredders, screeners, trommels,
eddy current separators, air separators, conveyor systems and
bespoke recycling systems. 

Directors (left to right - Kevin
Jones, Rob Symons, Lee Carter,
Ben McQuaid) Engineers working on a Haas shredder

Spare parts facility Knutsford
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Please tell us a bit more about your relationship
with Haas Recycling?

Ben: We are exclusive UK & Ireland distributors for the world’s
leading shredder manufacturer – Haas Recycling. Amongst its
portfolio includes the Haas Tyron shredding range (static and
mobile), the Hammermill HSZ (Wood Chip producer) and the
Haas Flat Screen HPS (Oscillating screen for the screening of
wood chip) among many others. 

The Haas Tyron shredding range is the staple product, with its
unique independent shaft drive mechanism allowing for
outstanding shredding capabilities. The variation in speed and
direction of the independent shafts helps deliver a consistent,
powerful performance with an unparalleled ability to keep the
shafts clean for longer periods. The HAAS industrial shredder
is suitable for shredding the most demanding of materials
including; general waste, wood waste, green waste, rubber
tyres, aluminium, mattresses and many more. 

How big is the current operation here? How big
is the site? How many staff do you have across
Matpro and then CRJ? Do you have your own
installation engineers and service team?

Rob: We are based in a small rural village called Allostock, just
outside Knutsford, Cheshire. Our site is around 2 acres, which
accommodates our main offices, two large workshop areas, a
large parts store and a large yard to house machinery and
larger parts. In terms of expansion, we also have a further site
in Middlewich in the pipeline, a further 2-acre site which can
help us hold more machines as the company continues to
expand.  We also have offices in Belfast, Glasgow and London
to help satisfy local needs. 

Among our 41 staff, a majority of these make up a very
successful engineer and service team. We really have the best
engineers in the industry, who are passionate at what they do,
and help keep the machines maintained in a tip top condition
all year long. All machines in the hire fleet are serviced every
250 hours of work and our dedicated engineers are always on
hand to assist any customer site problems within 24 hours of
notification.  

What key elements of the business have seen
the most investment recently?

Ben: Aftersales. At CRJ/Matpro we understand it’s not just
about selling machinery, but also prioritising customers’
uptime, long after the sale. We have invested in two further
aftersales managers and two mobile service engineers within
the past 12 months. Our Aftersales Managers work closely
with our OEMs to ensure a wide range of components is
always held in stock and always despatched on time,
minimising any chance of downtime, whilst coordinating the
field engineers accordingly. Our investment in expertise
ensures technical support between manufacturers, ourselves
and the customer is always available, whenever needed. 

How has 2017 gone for you? 

Rob: Really, really well. We have been as busy as ever this
year, and our hire yard is looking very empty for late
December! The merger has worked out to be extremely
complimentary, helping us to increase our machinery
utilisation levels, spare parts sales etc. We have hired
machinery to a broad spectrum of customer, including Blue
Chip Companies right through to sole trader, owner operated
farm based composters.  We have ventured into many
unfamiliar regions such as Spain, Sweden and Estonia!    

Ben: Fantastic! There has been a huge demand for Haas
shredders in particular. We have been able to supply several
types of premium equipment to some of the UK’s largest
recycling companies and in particular the vast majority of the
UK’s major wood processors which needless to say, we are
delighted with.

Can you talk us through a couple of recent
installations and how the equipment has been
used and how it has helped each client in their
overall process?

Rob: Our biggest job working in conjunction with Matpro was
probably helping to deliver both short and long-term solutions
to South West wood processor, Brooke Energy. After
experiencing continuous problems with traces of aluminium in
their biomass fuel, Brooke Energy sought an immediate
solution through means of a mobile eddy current separator. At
short notice, we managed to supply a metal separator on hire,
before a longer-term solution was identified. Matpro then
supplied the Strobe ECS 1500 metal separator, a product
which today, we have several in our hire fleet. 

Ben: On the Haas front, Matpro has also recently equipped
leading wood waste recycler Timberpak Scotland, part of the
EGGER family with a brand-new Haas Tyron 2500 model. The
2500 model is helping to process up to 100,000 tonnes of
wood waste a year at Timberpak’s Scotland facility. We had
supplied Timberpak with a Picking Station 12 months previous
and have built a solid relationship with them. We were
delighted that they chose the Haas 2500; the 45T largest of
the Haas range, and have thankfully started a welcome trend
in the market. 

Anaconda DF410 scalping screen

Haas 2500 waste shredder in action,
courtesy of EGGER (UK) Limited
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Biffa Dewsbury and R Plevin and Sons Ltd have also recently
purchased the 2500. Similar to Timberpak/EGGER (UK), these
companies need no introduction to the UK recycling industry.

How do you see the UK market growing into
2018 and beyond? How is the company looking
to expand?

Rob: With the new site on the horizon, we also plan on
continuing to increase our hire fleet with machinery.   We
have entered new processing and geographical markets in
2017 and we plan to increase on this.  We also look forward
to the innovative solutions that our suppliers give to us to
bring to our markets.

Ben: Increased demand for alternative fuels with the surge in
biomass incineration and plastic recycling in response to
China’s changing economic and environmental policy. As a

distributor for Weima shredders, CRJ/Matpro can provide the
UK market with compact shredding equipment which is
reliable, cost effective and suitable for all kinds of waste. 

What is the biggest threat to your industry in
the future?

Rob: Legislation & potential reduction of Recycling targets
post Brexit.

Ben: Every organisation faces a threat of losing focus on who
is important to their business both internally and externally.
We will ensure to continue to serve our customer’s as best we
can with the best people we have.

CRJ high-speed shredder in action

CRJ trommel in action
Weima shredder crushing wood

Steelweld Strobe ECS 1500

T.01565 723 886 
www.crjservices.co.uk

www.matpro.co.uk

www.hub-4.com/directory/17041
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The number of serious injuries
reported to the HSE involving
mobile plant equipment
continues to be high. How can
this be when operator training
standards are widely adopted,
site managers are increasingly
more health and safety savvy
and machinery and equipment is
being designed to be more
accurate, safe and responsive?  

As the UK’s largest independent provider
of equipment operator and instructor
training courses, Mentor are committed to
supporting the drive for zero harm and
promoting industry safety campaigns by
providing guidance on best practice. 

The continuing efficiency drive and
broadening job requirements has seen
mobile plant fleets become diverse in
application. This change has been
facilitated through equipment evolution
and the development of multiple
equipment attachments. Whilst this is a
welcomed solution by the industry and
operators, new attachments fundamentally
change the equipment application and its’
operational methods. 

Consider the different skills set that a
Wheeled Loader operator must have when
utilising the machine with a jib or forks as
opposed to the bucket for extraction. The
loads are completely different, a “live”
slung load changes the combined centre of
gravity which can result in tip overs and
utilising a machine with forks normally
requires some form of stacking. Those
individuals operating the equipment should
have a sound knowledge of all attachment
usages and safety considerations. 

Steve Parfitt, Operations Director of Mentor
explains; “Each year we train thousands of
people to operate mobile plant equipment
across all UK industry sectors. What is clear
is that some businesses do not appreciate
the inherent need to source training on
attachments utilised onsite.” 

Mentor are reminding businesses to be
vigilant and committed to training
individuals appropriately. When selecting
an item of plant with multiple attachments,
consider the following;    

1. Is the equipment / attachment
right for the job? 

Changing of an attachment on mobile
plant equipment can, on occasions, be
time consuming and because of this,
shortcuts are taken. To save time,
operators use the incorrect attachment
for the job increasing the risk of
accidents, damage to the equipment
and the loads. Always ensure the
attachment is appropriate for the

equipment and task required and seek
expert advice from a manufacturer or
attachment specialist. 

2. Does the type of load effect the
usability of the attachment?

Consider how the type of attachment
and load will affect the stability of the
machine, and the breaking distances. All
too often operatives do not consider the
impact an attachment change will have
on the usability and safety
considerations of the machine.

It is also essential to ensure that a
qualified operative on site can identify
what materials will prove unsafe when
used with the attachment in question.
An attachment that may compact a
certain material may be deemed safe,
however the attachment carrying out
the same task but on different
materials, such as plastic may cause an
accident on site as the compaction
could cause the materials to shatter and
spray sharp fragments or with wood,
cause the material to splinter. 

Knowing what attachments to use with
different materials can be difficult and
should be decided in collaboration with
the attachment, industry experts and
the machine manufacturer. A risk
assessment and SSoW will then advise
the operative on how to use the
machinery correctly; this should be put
in place with training delivered
accordingly. 

3.  Are quick hitches safe? 

In 2013, the HSE released a guidance
document on the safe use of quick
hitches and how this improves
productivity onsite. However, over the
recent years, these devices are still
responsible for accidents in the
workplace. Where an attachment

change is required to complete the job,
those in control of the work should
ensure adequate precautions are in
place. This should include: 

• Operators should be trained in the
correct use of the attachment- where
there is an accredited testing standard
this should be utilised, in the instance
that this is not available, manufacturer
training or training against a sound
SSoW is vital 

• Operators should be competent in the
act of changing the attachment, using
the specific type of quick hitch on the
equipment 

• Operators should ensure that they
only use the safety pins and bars that
are designed for that attachment when
using a manual quick hitch  

• Those that are managing the site
should ensure that all safety devices are
in operation at all times when the
equipment is in use 

It is imperative that managers and
supervisors on site remember to include
all attachment processes in the risk
assessments and SSoW documents that
are necessary for the required
equipment. 

Ultimately, attachments help speed up
operations on site, reduce costs and
increase the versatility of the equipment
being used. These benefits can soon be
eliminated if operators are not correctly
trained and sites do not have the
correct SSoW in place to advise of their
safe and correct use.

For more information on the safe use of
attachments, please call us today on 01246
386900
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KCM Waste Management are fully self-
sufficient in their heating needs thanks
to their new Terex Ecotec TDS V20
KCM Waste Management are experts in
recycling and waste segregation, and strongly
believe that all waste can, and should, be put to
good use. From their 7acre waste transfer
station in Rotherham, South Yorkshire, they
have invested heavily in specialised plant and
machinery ensuring that they extract as much
as possible through their recycling processes.
The HUB team were invited along to take a more
detailed look at their new purchase, a Terex
Ecotec TDS V20 that has a crucial part to play in
their new self-sufficient heating system.

Phil and Mark Hickling, joint Managing Directors of KCM saw
an opportunity to heat their offices, workshops and recycling
facility from the raw materials that were coming into the
business. By utilising waste wood and pallets and installing
brand new state of the art biomass wood burners they are
now able to heat their business and save money at the same
time.

We talked with Phil Hickling who told us more about the
operation and their choice of machine “The reason that we
went for the Terex Ecotec TDS V20 is that it only takes one
simple pass to produce the wood chip that we use in our new
biomass plants. One plant heats the offices and workshops
and the other powers drying floors where we are producing
waste pellets. We find the V20 mobile shredder very easy to

maintain, we can open it all up and get inside quickly, the
teeth are interchangeable and one man can operate it. We
looked at quite a lot of machines on the market but the
higher speed shredders created too much dust for us. It was
then that Warwick Ward suggested the Terex Ecotec TDS V20
medium speed shredder, which was a perfect fit for us and we
are very happy with it indeed. The system now powers all the
central heating for the offices, and also new heaters that are
installed in the workshops and garages.”

Terex Ecotec TDS V20

The TDS V20 is a medium speed twin-shaft
shredder which produces a controlled product

size in one pass, which is of huge benefit to
the operator saving both time and fuel. For

KCM it means that a high quality finished
product is produced that can be used

effectively in their new biomass burners.

The Terex Ecotec TDS V20 makes easy work of wooden pallets

Richard Dixon inspects the wood chip quality
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Minimal dust is created during the shredding process and
almost everything that is put into the shredder is coming out
as a useable product, with around only 6% in fines produced.
The over-band magnet takes out the metal during the process
and the resulting material has a very consistent chip size.

The TDS V20 features a
powerful Scania engine
with a low operating speed
combined with an efficient
hydrostatic drive creates a
very responsive shredding
action with protection
against unshreddable
contaminants. The TDS V20
screen system which is
available in different sizes,
comes complete with an

intelligent protection system, allowing a desired particle size
to be produced, whilst still being able to cope with foreign
objects to protect the shredding chamber.

Warwick Ward Machinery Sales Director Simon Causier
commented “The TDS V20’s ability to produce a controlled
product size in one pass is of huge benefit to the operator
saving both time and fuel. However, its versatility means it
can be used as a primary or secondary shredder if the need
arises”.The highly user friendly control interface shared with
the TDS 820 complete with pre-installed programs allows the
TDS V20 to shred difficult materials such as wood waste,
green waste, domestic and industrial waste and is particularly
suited to producing SRF”

For more information on the Terex Ecotec TDS V20 shredder
please visit www.warwick-ward.com 

www.hub-4.com/directory/888

Production of waste pellets

Phil Hickling with one of his
new biomass plants

Left to right: Simon Causier of Warwick Ward, Phil Hickling
of KCM, Keith Hickling of KCM, Mark Hickling of KCM and
Richard Dixon of Warwick Ward
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Experience the Progress.

Material handling equipment
  Maximum efficiency through progressive technology
  Sophisticated machine concept for maximum productivity 
  Quality components manufactured by Liebherr
  Ergonomic workspace for consistent high performance

Liebherr-Great Britain Ltd.
Normandy Lane, Stratton Business Park
Biggleswade, SG18 8QB
Phone: +44 1767 60 21 00
E-mail: info.lgb@liebherr.com
www.facebook.com/LiebherrConstruction
www.liebherr.co.uk 
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Sanders Plant and Waste
Management Ltd – based in
Morpeth, Northumberland –
previously hired crushers, but had
a Terex Finlay J-1170 out on
demonstration in the summer. 

Managing Director, Carl Sanders, was so
impressed with the machine’s power-house
performance that the company purchased the

crusher and it never left the site.  

He said: “We’d talked about the possibility of buying a crusher
for a long time and we finally decided to have one out on
demonstration. 

“It did a brilliant job and it made sense for us to buy it. 

“Since then we’ve processed and sold material far faster and
more efficiently than we’ve managed to achieve prior.”

The Terex Finlay J-1170 is processing inert waste brought to
the site from demolition sites across Northumberland and
Tyne and Wear. 

At a rate of 120 tonnes per hour, the Terex Finlay J-1170 is
crushing material to 50mm as well as separating the fines. 

The compact and aggressive tracked primary crusher, features
a hydrostatically driven Terex jaw chamber providing high
capacity with large reduction ratios.

Other features include a variable speed VGF and integrated
prescreen, boasting excellent throughput – well-suited for
quarrying, mining, demolition and recycling applications. 

With its compact dimensions, and weighing just 48.8 tonnes,
the Terex Finlay J-1170 is cheaper to transport making it the
ideal machine to join Sanders Plant and Waste Management’s
growing hire fleet.

Carl Sanders founded the company in 1979, supplying a
wide range of plant and haulage to the construction
industry, and in 2007 the business expanded to offer
waste management services. 

Now one of the leading plant and waste
management companies in the region, the company
offers a full range of 100 per cent recycled
products, including building sand, sharp
sand, screened top soil and Type 1 as
well as decorative stone and trench
fill. 

Other services include ready mix concrete, plant hire and
haulage. 

Carl Sanders added: “This is the first time we’ve dealt with
Finlay Plant Northern and we’ve been really happy with them. 

“Working together we’ve managed to find a machine that
best suits the company.”

Finlay Plant Northern is part of the Finlay Group which
comprises of 11 stand-alone companies offering the most
modern and diverse range of material processing equipment
available in the marketplace.

Charlie Nairn, managing director of Finlay Plant Northern and
who helped specify the plant, said: “The J-1170 is proving to
be the ideal machine for Sanders Plant and Waste
Management.

“They also have the peace of mind that the Finlay Group’s
service and back-up teams are on hand 24 hours a day, seven
days a week.”

First Terex Finlay machine for waste
management company
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A family-owned recycling and plant hire company has bought its first crusher
from Finlay Plant Northern.

www.hub-4.com/directory/17511

Charlie Nairn 
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Waste not, want not – 
Mercian Skip Hire choose Hyundai
Mercian Skip Hire, based at Kings Norton
on the outskirts of Birmingham are said to
be one of the fastest growing skip hire
businesses in the West Midlands and have
been trading for over 12 years. In recent
years the company has invested heavily in
new trucks and plant & machinery to keep
the business at the top of its game,
enabling them to offer the most reliable
service to its customers, many of which
are blue chip national companies.

Mercian’s transfer station currently processes on
average around 25 – 30,000 tonnes of commercial,
industrial and construction waste per year with on
average an impressive 98% of the waste being
recovered and recycled, that’s a lot of rubbish being
recycled by anyone’s standards and more importantly
not heading to one of the ever-diminishing landfill
sites.

What you don’t immediately notice when you visit this
Environment Agency licenced site is the 304 panel,
76kw solar panel system which is mounted on the roof
of the main sorting shed, this set up provides enough
power to run the entire waste transfer station
meaning that the company can proudly boast of
having a 0% carbon output thanks to its renewable
energy installation.

The company has recently invested in a new fleet of 8
Scania skip wagons and they have ambitious plans to
expand their operator’s licence enabling them to
increase the size of the truck fleet to meet the ever-
increasing demand for skips.

Historically in the past Mercian had used competitors’
excavators and wheeled loaders but in more recent
years the company has turned to Hyundai kit supplied
by local dealer Molson Group. 

Mercian’s Site Manager Stephen Shiels explained the
decision to choose the Korean built machines, “We did
take demonstration models from all the major players

and really did our homework evaluating the machines
like for like. We really liked the look of the Hyundai’s
and felt that they represented excellent value for
money, in addition feedback from our operators was
very good regarding the Hyundai’s. We also listened to
other end users who had recommended the brand too
and who had told us about the good service and back
up provided by the dealer”.

Stephen continued, “Molson offered the best overall
deal, so we went with them and opted for the
premium extended warranty package, so for us it’s
literally a case of just adding fuel, which offers us
great peace of mind going forward. We are now 3-
years into this working relationship with Molson and
we are already in the process of planning the next
upgrade to our fleet of machines”.

The oldest Hyundai on the fleet is an R 210LC-9
hydraulic excavator which was a second-hand unit
supplied by Molson, this machine is primarily engaged
in feeding shredded material onto an MK Group
FBS1200 feeder belt which feeds a STS920 trommel
screen, while larger items not screened head for the
picking belt above a 5-bay recovery station, where a
team of manual pickers sort through what is left and
despatch it into the corresponding bays below.

By contrast the newest machine on the fleet is a 6-
month-old HX220L hydraulic excavator, which perhaps

surprisingly, rather than a rotating
selector grab, which seem to be
growing in popularity, this excavator is
fitted with a fixed demo style grab
mounted via a Geith fully automatic
hydraulic quick hitch which it uses to
load the shredder. When this machine
is not performing this task, it is often
deployed with a bulk digging bucket
where it is put to work loading the
company’s inert soil processing
Keestrack Novum 3-way screener in
another part of the yard.

The machine is powered by a Tier 4
final emissions compliant 6 cylinder
Cummins QSB 6.7 engine which is
down rated to 136kw (183hp)
@1950rpm. It has been supplied in full
demo/waste specification with heavily
beefed up side skirt protection, cab

guard cage on both the front and roof, thicker belly
plate, turret guard, and strengthened track motor
guards, in addition it features a reversible fan and air
pre-cleaner to cope with the dusty work environment,
all modification work on this machine was done in
house by Molson. Under the terms of the extended
warranty package Molson also change the air filters
on all the company’s Hyundai machines twice as often
as recommended by the manufacturer due to the dusty
conditions.

The HX220L has proved to be extremely economic on
both fuel and AdBlue consumption and a vast
improvement on the earlier Dash 9 model in the fleet.
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The prime movers around the yard are a pair of Hyundai HL760-9A
wheeled loading shovels which are factory fitted Waste Handler
specification. The Waste Handler model includes a number of significant
upgrades over its standard counterpart in the wheeled loader range,
these upgrades include, uprated heavy duty axles for improved
performance under load and frequent braking, front and rear window
guards, heavy duty rear grill guard, the machines also benefit from
additional heavy duty underside belly guards to prevent damage from any
potential debris build up around the engine or transmission, fuel tank
guarding, hitch and steering cylinder guards are also provided as
standard in waste spec as is automatic hose protection and air pre-
cleaner with mesh screen.

Molson also supplied and fitted the HL960-9A’s with SG Revolution air
cushioned solid tyres which have proven to be the ideal choice in this
kind of application. A Lincoln Auto-Lube system is also fitted and an in
cab RDS Loadmaster – Alpha 50 weigh loader systems were also
installed.

In this waste application the machines have been also been supplied with
high tip buckets which offer increased lift/tipping height, which is
especially useful when loading high sided bulk skips.

Tipping the scales at just over 20 tonnes the WL760-9A’s take their power
from a six-cylinder Stage 3B emissions compliant Cummins QSB6.7 water
cooled, 4-cycle, turbocharged, electronic controlled diesel engine which
offers a net power output rating of 166 kW (222hp) @2,100rpm. The fully
automatic power-shift transmission has four step shift modes: manual,
light, normal and heavy. The machine has 5-forward gears offering a
potential top speed of 44.0km/h (27.3mph) and 3-reverse gears with a
top speed of 30.4km/h (18.9mph).

Summarizing about the Mercian Hyundai fleet Stephen Shiels said, “These
machines have proven to be excellent for our family business, the
operators are on them all day, every day and they love them and as we
know happy operators are productive operators. It’s well known that
machines deployed into the waste sector take a beating, such is the harsh
nature of the environment they are working in, but these Hyundai’s have
proven to be more than up to the challenge in every aspect”.

www.hub-4.com/directory/7704
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THE RANGE

www.molsongroup.co.uk
E: info@molsongroup.co.uk

tEL: +44 (0) 1179 820 123     fAX: +44 (0) 8450 179516

Bristol OFFICE: 
Molson, Smoke Lane, 

Avonmouth, 
Bristol BS11 0YA

Warrington OFFICE: 
Molson, AthlONe Road, 

Warrington 
WA2 8JJ

AUTHORISED DEALER

SLOW SPEED SHREDDER TDS 820

• Weight (Kg) 27500
• Rotor Dimensions (mm)  (dia) 700 x (w) 2000
• Engine Scania DC13

MEDIUM SPEED SHREDDER TDS V20

• Weight (Kg) 37000
• Rotor Dimensions (mm)  (dia) 630 x (w) 2000
• Engine Scania DC13 493 HP

HIGH SPEED SHREDDER TBG 620

• Infeed Dimensions (mm)  (h) 850 x (w) 1530
• Rotor Dimensions (mm)  (dia) 1040 x (w) 1530
• Engine John Deere 425 HP

HIGH SPEED SHREDDER TBG 625

• Infeed Dimensions (mm)  (h) 850 x (w) 1540
• Rotor Dimensions (mm) (dia) 1040 x (w) 1530
• Engine  Scania 650 HP

WINDROW TURNER TWT500

• Operating Weight (Kg) 10000
• Length (mm) 3650
• Width (mm) 2550
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If you’ve noticed excessive noise and vibration
on a machine and identified the reason as being
that the pivot pins have worn the holes of the
lugs so that they have become oval, then you
probably know what’s got to come next: either
line boring of the holes or complete replacement
of the lugs. Either way you’ll be looking at high
repair costs and downtime, and possibly the
hire of a replacement machine. And sooner or
later, almost inevitably the pivot pins will work
loose again. 

If that sounds familiar, then you’ll doubtless be interested to
know that there is an alternative solution to the problem of
loose linkages in the form of the Expander Bolt, available in
the UK from MST Parts Group. The Expander system enables a
repair to be carried out directly in the worn mountings
without welding or line boring. In use, two expanding sleeves
fill the gap and connect the attaching eyes. While
conventional pivot pins are only locked on one side, the
Expander system locks on both sides. This gives a stronger
box construction to the whole machine pivot. The sleeves
expand over both ends of the tapered axle and lock securely
even if the hole is worn. If the hole has worn oval the
Expander system fills out the ovality and gives a secure

solution without any preparatory machining.

There are countless examples of where Expander has provided
a time saving and cost saving solution to the problem of
combating wear. Consider for example an orange peel grab
used to handle waste. Able to raise up to 5 tons in a single
lift, the grab is used around the clock to transfer waste from
storage bunkers to incinerators. After just a year in operation,
engineers noticed instability in the arms which quickly
became a ‘flapping’. At about the same time, the lubrication
channels became blocked, the arms began to seize, and the
first breakdown quickly followed. New shafts and bushings
didn’t solve the problem. The problem was down to failed
pivots in the grab. The original pivot consisted of a pin bolt
design through the ‘crown’ of the arm’s two outer mounting
lugs. The bolt was fixed at the centre and the arm moved over
the outer ends of the fixed shaft, carried on bronze bushings.
The problem was solved using Expander: a traditional box
construction with stable mountings in the arm’s outer legs,
pivoted by an expander bolt with a hardened steel bushing in
the centre section. Engineers now calculate that they will be
able to run around the clock for 10-15 years without
interruptions for stoppages, with the possible exception of
replacing one or two bushings.

Permanent solution to
pivot wear with the
Expander bolt

www.hub-4.com Jan 2018 - Issue 48 | p63 |
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A further example was the railway bridge
over the Göta Canal in Norsholm,
Sweden, which raises to allow boats to
pass underneath. The 8 ton main lift
cylinders have to be renovated every 15
years as part of routine maintenance, but
on one visit it was discovered that the
cylinders were leaking oil.  After
removing the shafts, gaps were found in
both cylinder mountings. More seriously
the gaps were so large that they could
not be repaired using a conventional
shaft on any of the sides. One solution
was to replace the entire cylinder
mounting, but time and cost meant this
was not a realistic option. The alternative
was to replace the shaft with the
Expander system. Not only did this
provide a more cost-effective solution, it
also assured simpler maintenance in the
future.

The developers of the Expander System
assert that it pays off at the first repair.
The cost for the impending repairs and
the subsequent normal maintenance
costs associated with traditional
fastening methods are completely
eliminated. It’s suitable for both small
and large mechanical pivots. It is also
easy to remove and reinstall, simplifying
subsequent maintenance. There’s an ever-
increasing worldwide acceptance of the
solution, with many OEMs now installing
it as standard on their equipment.
Expander has been used extensively
within the recycling, quarrying,
construction and forestry industries, but
MST sees possibilities for the system in
almost any industry where pivot points
are found.

UK Authorised Expander distributor –
MST Parts Group
www.mstpartsgroup.com 0191 4105311

www.hub-4.com/directory/2334
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Committed to you
Committed to your business

Market leading plant & equipment supplies and service
from some of the world’s top manufacturers

www.t-and-b.co.uk
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RUBBLE MASTER delivers
compact crushing solutions for
demands in London 
Environmentally friendly crushing close to Camden Market

Reducing noise, dust and emissions is the main
goal of London Borough and its Camden Clean
Air Action Plan. This also concerns construction
and demolition work. Many demolition
companies have found the mobile impact
crusher RM 70GO! 2.0 the perfect solution for
the legal and space requirements of very
cramped sites like Camden Market, one of the
biggest and well-known markets in the centre
of London. 

London Borough restricts machinery noise levels and aims to
control the emission of nitrogen oxides which also concerns
construction and demolition activities. By introducing Ultra
Low Emission Zones (ULEZ) for non-road mobile machinery
the regulations for demolition and recycling are stricter than
ever. 

It’s a big challenge for demolition companies who need to
source machines meeting these requirements. With a
construction site right next to Haverstock School one
demolition company, a client of local RM dealer Red Knight 6
Ltd., was even more challenged as the accessibility to this
construction site is restricted by the surrounding buildings and
the demand for a highly mobile crusher within the limited
space. 

Besides that, the company expects a crusher that produces
perfect final aggregate in one pass, that can be re-used
immediately on-site. After research within the industry to find
a solution for the project in Haverstock Hill Road, Red Knight
6 Ltd. recommended an RM crusher for this very special site
based on their own very positive experiences. 

Quietest impact crusher in the industry 

Crushing in London needs to meet certain noise regulations,
which is no problem for RM machines. 

“Whenever I visit a construction site where a RUBBLE
MASTER crusher is working I am again and again surprised
how low the noise level of the machine is compared to other
crushers,” says Paul Donnelly, Director of Red Knight 6. 

With its noise- reducing design the RM 70GO! 2.0 is the
perfect solution for noise-sensitive areas like inner cities. 

There are many design elements within the machine that
make RM crushers the most silent impact crushers in the
industry, such as a noise-reducing engine compartment,
engine mounting, optimised ventilation slots and many more.
Test results of standardised measurements verify this: the
average sound pressure level (Lp) is 80.6 dB(A) at a distance
of ten metres and 60.6 dB(A) at a distance of 100 metres. 

It took the RM 70GO! 2.0 only five days to crush the 4000
tons of material. As the final aggregate was used for re-piling
on-site the delivery of piling material was reduced to a
minimum and saved the residents from unnecessary lorry
traffic – an additional element of how RM crushers protect
the environment from noise, dust and other emissions. More

benefits are provided by the typical RM drive concept which
maintains very low fuel consumption, hence emissions and
running costs are reduced too. 
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Great impact on little
space 

Its not only about making low
emissions count, the output
needs to be great as well. Again,
this is no problem for the RM
impact crusher: with an average
throughput of 125 tph the job at
Haverstock Hill Road was
finished within five days. The
high mobility of this outstanding
compact crusher was also
impressive. With a width of only
2200 mm the RM 70GO! 2.0 was
able to drive through the narrow
gateway into the site between
two multi-storey buildings and
turn around. Normally this would
be difficult for a mobile crusher
to navigate however the company knew that they could rely
on the support of Red Knight 6. 

“The RM crushers are very intuitive to operate which is one of
the reasons why we love the RM impact crushers which also
makes them perfect for hiring. With the remote control the
RM 70GO! 2.0 is easily moved and requires only one person
to operate the excavator and control the crusher, which of
course saves time. Although it was not necessary on this site,
crushing and moving at the same time would also be possible.
It is all these ‘little’ things that make the difference”, says
Paul Donnelly. 

Solutions are RM’s success 

‘Environmentally friendly’ is high on the agenda at Camden
Market in London, where unique shops, stalls, bars and cafes
draw half a million people a week into the creative inner-city
area. It is an agenda that reflects the RUBBLE MASTER
attitude. 

The thriving RM Spirit stands for finding the best solutions for
customers which includes thinking outside the box. “RM
knows what the customer needs, they listen to feedback. But
RM is not satisfied by only delivering solutions. No, they think
further and design innovations. They want the BEST solution
for the customer. 

The RM partnership with its customers and its dealers is
unique in the market. As this partnership is very important to
Red Knight 6, RM as a manufacturer is the perfect match for
us,” says Donnelly.

www.hub-4.com/directory/17129
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HUB Features 2018
Global News & Information on the Quarrying, Recycling & Bulk Materials Handling Industries'

The HUB magazine is posted out to 6,000+ individually named recipients, and it is delivered to place of work, not their
home address. This means that we get to end users and sites, and our ‘pass-on’ rate is currently at around 3 meaning
that our estimated readership is 18,000 each quarter. Plus, our reader-ship don’t have to pay any subscription to receive
the Magazine.

To reserve space or ask a question! +44 (0)20 3637 0385 | sales@hub-4.com

March/April 18
INTERMAT Exhibition Preview

ScotPlant Exhibition Preview

QUARRYING - Mobile and static crushing and screening

equipment.

SPRING SUPPLEMENT - Asphalt plant & equipment.

Bitumen. Concrete plant & equipment.

RECYCLING - Waste sorting and separating

equipment and solutions for the waste industry.

BULK HANDLING - Bulk solids handling technology.

Editorial copy deadline 5th March 2018

Advert copy deadline 15th March 2018

May/June 18 (50th Issue)
HILLHEAD Exhibition Preview

CARS / Metals Exhibition Preview

QUARRYING - Dump trucks, excavators & wheeled

loaders. Tyres and tyre chains, wheel washing.

RECYCLING - Aggregate recycling.

BULK HANDLING - Conveyors and elevators,

feeders, chutes, valves, hoppers and silos.

Editorial copy deadline 5th May 2018

Advert copy deadline 15th May 2018

July/August 18
RWM Exhibition Preview

QUARRYING - Track mounted conveyors, stockpiling

conveyors, mobile radial stockpilers, tracked feeder stackers.

RECYCLING - MRF’s / Recycling Plants including feeders,

trommels, shredders, picking stations, robotic separation, air-

separation, ballistic separation, magnets, flip-flow screens,

balers, and fines clean-up.

BULK HANDLING - Dust/odour suppression & control

Editorial copy deadline 5th July 2018

Advert copy deadline 15th July 2018

September/October 18
BULKEX Exhibition Preview

QUARRYING - Crusher spare and wear parts.

Screens and screen media. Wear protection.

RECYCLING - Shredders and associated processes.

BULK HANDLING - Storage & handling, level

measurement & control.

Editorial copy deadline 5th September 2018

Advert copy deadline 15th September 2018

November/December 18
IRISH Special - Spotlight on Ireland

(Including Ireland factory & client visits)

QUARRYING - Bitumen, asphalt production

plant, burners and other equipment. Concrete technology.

RECYCLING - Material handlers & wheeled loaders.

BULK HANDLING - Turnkey bulk materials

handling systems and associated products.

Editorial copy deadline 5th November 2018

Advert copy deadline 15th November 2018
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R-Attachments

Blue Group have announced
the purchase of Murray
Plant, who are the sales
agents for a variety of
attachment brands
including Rammer.

Murray Plant has been supplying
equipment to the construction,
mining, demolition and quarrying
industries for almost 30 years,
having been set up in 1988 by Bruce
Murray.  The business therefore has
a wealth of product knowledge and
has developed strong relationships
with their customer base, which will
be retained by Blue Group, as both
Bruce and Fergal O’Neill, who is
responsible for sales at Murray Plant
will be continuing with their roles,
but under the Blue Group corporate
umbrella.  

The Rammer Range of equipment
not only includes their world
renowned hydraulic breaker line but
also a full range of attachments for
the construction, demolition, scrap
and recycling sectors. These include
rotating pulverisers, shears, crackers
and grabs for machines weighing 3
tonnes up to 120 tonnes. These high
end attachments perfectly
compliment the Rammer breaker
range.

Commenting on the deal, Adrian
Murphy, CEO at Blue Group
commented, “We are delighted to
have completed the acquisition of
Murray Plant, taking us into the
attachments sector, which sits well
alongside our current product
portfolio. Murray Plant also offer
sales, hire, service and spare parts on their range of plant
equipment, which is similar to Blue Group’s business model
for the other brands of machinery we sell.  This means the
business will integrate nicely, particularly as a lot of our
customers are also customers of Murray Plant.

Founder of Murray Plant, Bruce Murray also commented on
the deal, “This agreement with Blue Group will no doubt
increase the distribution and sales of these outstanding
products over the coming years, as well as providing
increased exposure of the brands within the marketplace.  We
have an exceptionally strong collection of attachments, of
which we are the exclusive UK supplier, and this deal will
allow us to demonstrate this equipment to a wider audience.

It also means even greater support to our existing customers
as Blue will further increase stock levels of spare parts, plus
have new equipment at each of their offices located
throughout the UK.  

With nationwide depots and unrivalled coverage, Blue will be
looking to recruit further sales personnel for this new area of
the business.  In the short term, customers will notice very
little change.  All sales enquiries should continue to go
through Fergal O’Neill.  

Blue Group Acquire Murray
Plant, Exclusive Rammer
Hammer Dealer for UK

www.hub-4.com Jan 2018 - Issue 48 | p69 |
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The Ardcastle floating pier project is part of a
strategy for sustainable transport planning
initiated by Scotland’s £1bn timber industry
sector. It will allow c£10m worth of timber
reserves to be unlocked in West Argyll. The
new pier has been commissioned by JST
Floating Piers Ltd and is open to all users that
want to transport timber from the region. An
arched back linkspan connects the floating
barge to the shore and the large barge
accommodates JST’s new 40 tonne Liebherr LH
40 C material handler. On the land-based side is
a wheeled A 934 C material handler from JST’s
fleet. Building of the new pier underpins a long-
term contract between Forest Enterprise
Scotland and wood processing company
Norbord.

With approximately nine million tonnes of timber harvested
every year, Scotland’s timber industry has a significant
positive impact on the region’s economy and community. This
£1bn sector has recognised the need for sustainable transport
planning with the west of Scotland’s proximity to the Irish
sea and associated lochs and waterways making a modal
shift to sea the obvious choice. The Ardcastle floating pier
project is part of this strategy and will enable approximately
£10m worth of timber reserves to be unlocked in West Argyll.
The new pier will handle an estimated 250,000 tonnes from
the local forests over the next 10 years.

Situated on the banks of Loch Fyne, the new pier has been
commissioned by one of the UK’s largest cargo handling
specialists, JST Services (Scotland) Ltd, through its sub-
division JST Floating Piers Ltd. Its piers are uniquely
engineered pieces of mobile marine equipment that enable
the company to deliver timber between the shore and a
depth of water suitable for the mooring and loading of
vessels of up to 3000 tonnes in capacity. Where there is a
suitably developed infrastructure on the landward side, JST
Floating Piers can set up a pier from delivery to working
condition in a 12-hour shift.

The floating pier is open to all users transporting timber from
the region and has a storage / handling area of up to 8000
tonnes in capacity. The pier will reduce the impact on
infrastructure by more than three million lorry miles over the
course of harvesting the area. Some development costs were
met with grant assistance from the Scottish Strategic Timber
Transport Scheme. John Scott of JST Services commented, “I
am delighted to be steering this project, which will help
improve the flow of timber from the forests of Argyll to
processors and help to increase the volume of timber
transported in a sustainable manner.”

Liebherr machines take part in
West Argyll floating pier project
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www.hub-4.com/directory/504

An arched back linkspan connects the
floating barge to the shore and the large
barge accommodates the company’s latest
purchase: a 40 tonne Liebherr LH 40 C-EW.
JST has a long history of purchasing Liebherr
machines but, unusually, this new material
handler has a crawler undercarriage. JST has
opted for a hydraulically-elevating cab
mounted with a fixed 1.2 m riser that, with
its theoretical eye level view of over 6 m
from the ground, is ideal for looking into the
hold of the coasters being loaded. Precise
attachment control makes positioning logs
within the ship hold easier and with a 1.5
m3 HSP timber grab, the Liebherr can empty
a full 28 tonne load in under three minutes.
JST has specified the curved main boom
option at 8.6 m and a 7.5 m flat angled
stick, which gives a maximum reach of over
15 m, and a choice of position for the lift
cylinders enables a deeper reach into cargo
holds. 

The land-based side of the operation is
catered for by another Liebherr material
handler from the JST fleet: a wheeled A 934
C. With a similar specification to the LH 40
C-EW, it unloads incoming vehicles and
loads the two 8 x 4 rigid Volvo trucks used
to carry timber from the stock yard to the
floating dock. 'Neil Stoddart, General
Manager of JST Services (Scotland) Ltd,
commented, “Once again, our close working
relationship with Liebherr has resulted in a
solution that increases productivity and
reliability for both JST and our customers.” 

The building of the new pier will underpin a
long-term contract between Forest
Enterprise Scotland and wood processing
company Norbord. Kevin Thomas, UK Wood
Supply Manager at Norbord, said, “We are
delighted to be able to offer our support for
this project. The opening of this pier is
aligned with our investment plans at
Inverness and the subsequent increase in
raw material demand that follows. Norbord
is committed to modal shift on both raw
material and finished product wherever
practicable and the opening of this facility
allows us to do this on volumes purchased
from Argyll.” 
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Elite was contacted by a West Midlands client
regarding an old, derelict warehouse that had
become dangerous. The issue was that it had a
high, bowing gable-end and the same on the
connecting wall, both walls being of brickwork,
caused by a build-up of material outside
pressing against the rear and side of the
building. 

The building would have to be demolished but there was a
requirement for something to strengthen the inner part of the
building whilst keeping a proportion of the existing brickwork
to a set height – then the roof and metalwork could be safely
taken down. 

The solution was to build a row of Elite Legato bocks, three
rows high at a set distance from the brickwork on the inside
of the gable-end of the building, joining at right angles to an
interlocking row of blocks at the same height running down
the inside of the external brick wall. This would then lower to
a row of two blocks as the external ground tapers down thus
leaving a void between the existing brick wall and the blocks.

With 177 Legato blocks to be erected, this was a job for
Elite’s partner team AA Installations from Cannock. 

The far ends of the Elite Legato blocks were set at an angle
inwards to the wall, free-draining fill material was placed in
the void between the rows of blocks and the existing
retaining walls, and drainage measures were constructed to

West Midlands... 
Legato retaining wall

The bowing brickwork
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prevent groundwater from building up behind the
wall. The wall was therefore designed with no
retained water pressures. 

Once the Legato blocks had been erected, all the
gable-end brickwork above the blocks was
demolished. Subsequently the rest of the building
was taken down leaving a nice L-shaped row of
blocks where the two sides of the warehouse had
been... looking aesthetically pleasing to the eye
and carrying out the retaining job that they were
designed for.

AA Installations is a specialist lifting and
contracting business owned and operated by Andy
Fones. Andy has many years of experience of
operating at the highest level of safety standard
whilst completing some of the most challenging
lifting / placing / installing projects involving heavy
precast concrete elements.  

Elite Precast Concrete carry large stocks of
interlocking blocks so AA Installations were able
to order them straight ‘off-the-shelf’. The Legato
blocks used are cast from Elite’s well-regarded
high-strength concrete (50N/mm2) which,
combined with approved steel reinforcing, means
that they meet all current requirements. 

Elite Precast Concrete offer a choice and size
range of interlocking blocks in addition to the
Legato blocks used in this project – just browse
the Elite website for more options. www.hub-4.com/directory/13231

Gable end removed

| p73 |
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+ 44 1509 23 22 39 // info-uk@tomrasorting.com
www.tomra.com/recycling

Features in our March edition:

• Mobile & Static Crushing &
Screening equipment

• Asphalt & Concrete plant

• Waste sorting & separating
equipment

• Intermat Preview

• Scotplant Preview

www.hub-4.com
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